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ABSTRACT
Noah, Alec. M.A. The University of Memphis. May 2013. A Preliminary Study of
the Inner Coffin and Mummy Cover of Nesytanebettawy from Bab el-Gusus (A.9) in the
National Museum of Natural History, Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D.C. Major
Professor: Nigel Strudwick, Ph.D.
The coffin of Nesytanebettawy (A.9) was retrieved from the second Deir el
Bahari cache in the Bab el-Gusus tomb and was presented to the National Museum of
Natural History in 1893. Only basic information concerning this coffin has been
published—the owner’s name and title, provenience, date, current location, and inventory
numbers. Consequently, this thesis endeavors to fill part of the gap of knowledge
concerning this coffin through careful textual and iconographical analysis and
photographic documentation, as well as determining its symbolic function(s). Due to
space constraints, this thesis will concentrate on the lid and mummy cover; however,
information concerning the trough will be listed in two tables.
Analysis of the coffin has revealed that much of the surface has been restored in
modern times, so corrected restorations have been suggested. Additionally, the
identification of the coffin as an inner coffin and the owner’s identity as Nesytanebettawy
has been confirmed. Finally, the symbolic function of the coffin is the assurance of the
deceased’s perpetual rebirth in the afterlife through an amalgamation of Solar-Osirian
iconography.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
Method and Purpose
The primary purpose of this thesis is to analyze and document a presently
unpublished, and nearly complete, coffin ensemble of Nesytanebettawy
(A154955/A364998) in the collection of the Smithsonian National Museum of Natural
History (NMNH) (Figs. 1-9).1 Based on the measurements of the coffin, it has been
identified as the inner coffin. This 21st Dynasty coffin was retrieved from the second Deir
el Bahari cache in the Bab el-Gusus tomb and was presented by Khedive Abbas II Hilmy
to the NMNH in 1893.2 The coffin ensemble has been described as unpublished, because
there has not yet been a publication that focuses specifically on this coffin. Only general
information about the coffin—the owner’s name and title, provenience, possible date,
current location, and inventory numbers—has been published by Jens Lieblein,3 Georges
Daressy,4 Andrzej Niwiński,5 and David Aston. 6 Consequently, this thesis endeavors to
1

I became acquainted with the coffin of Nesytanebettawy (Inv. No. A154955/A364998)
through Grace Lahneman, when she visited the NMNH in June 2012. In February and March of
2013, I had the privilege to examine the coffin in person. I would like to thank the assistant
collection managers at the NMNH, David Hunt and David Rosenthal, for allowing me access to
the coffin and its accession files and for their permission to use my photographs of the coffin in
this thesis.
2

See pages 8-11 in this text.

3

Jens Lieblein, Dictionnaire de Noms Hiéroglyphiques en Ordre Généalogique et
Alphabétique: Publié d'Après les Monuments Égyptiens, Supplément, (Leipzig: Hinrichs, 1892),
993.
4

Georges Daressy, “Les Cercueils des Prêtres d’Ammon (Deuxième Trouvaille de Deir
el-Bahari),” Annales du Service des Antiquités de l'Égypte 8, 1907: 5, 20.
5

Andrzej Niwiński, 21st Dynasty Coffins from Thebes: Chronological and Typological
Studies, Theban V, (Mainz am Rhein: von Zabern, 1988), 179.

1

fill part of the gap of knowledge concerning this coffin through its careful analysis and
documentation.
The secondary purpose, and no less important, is the analysis of the inscriptions
and iconography of the coffin, which will be used to determine its possible symbolic
function(s). It will be argued that the form of the coffin, as well as the content and
placement of the text and images on the coffin, work in unison in order to function
symbolically as a microcosm. Additionally, the decorational narrative of the coffin
follows the journey of the deceased through the trials of the underworld and ultimate
rebirth as a divine being, a sequence that guarantees the continual rebirth of the deceased.
In determining the possible symbolic function(s) of the coffin of Nesytanebettawy
and presenting it in full, I will employ the following method. I will discuss the
provenience and provenance of the coffin of Nesytanebettawy, attribute a date to it based
on its typology of decoration, and discuss its process of manufacture (Chapter 2).
Following this, a translation of the texts will be given and then analyzed in conjunction
with the iconographic evidence found on the lid, and mummy cover (Chapters 3 and 4).7
Since this coffin is a part of a larger corpus of coffins, at every opportunity, comparisons
will be made; however, a complete presentation of the entire corpus is not possible in the
space allotted for this thesis and is outside its scope. Finally, the information presented in
the previous chapters will be synthesized, and the symbolic function(s) as well as my
conclusions and observations will be presented (Chapter 5).

6

David Aston, Burial Assemblages of Dynasty 21-25: Chronology, Typology, and
Development, Österreichische Akademie der Wissenschaften, Denkschriften der Gesamtakademie
54. (Wien: Verl. der Österr. Akad. der Wiss, 2009), 165.
7

Due to space constraints, information about the trough has been limited to Tables 5 and
6 in the appendix.

2

Definition of Terms
When the terms left or right are used in this text, they refer to the proper left or
right, rather than the viewer’s left or right. The constituent parts of this partial coffin
ensemble will be referred to as lid, trough, and mummy cover, while inner coffin or coffin
ensemble will be used to refer to the coffin of Nesytanebettawy in general. The term footboard refers to the section of the lid where the feet would rest, while head-board refers
the section of the lid where the head would rest.
The following table lists the transliteration symbols and their use.

Table 1: Transliteration Symbols and Use
Symbol Use
[]

Used when the text reading or meaning is uncertain

()

Used when signs are absent from the inscription, but should be written

*

Used for suggested restorations by the author, specifically to correct incorrect
modern restorations.

<>

Used for superfluous signs, e.g. when signs have been added for purposes of
symmetry.

{}

Used for probable scribal errors in texts.

|

The vertical bar reflects the break in the text from photographs.

The Coffin and Ancient Egyptian Funerary Concepts until the 21st Dynasty
Of the different objects included in burial assemblages, the coffin may offer the
most insight into the ancient Egyptian concepts of the afterlife. The coffin served both a
practical and symbolic function. On a practical level it created a protective space in
which the deceased’s body could rest safely for eternity, away from scavengers and tomb

3

robbers. The protection of the body was essential for the deceased’s journey through the
underworld and continued rebirth in the afterlife. At death, it was believed that the links
between the constituent parts of the body were severed.8 Mending this rupture was
required for admittance into the afterlife. The process of mummification mended the link
severed by death,9 and created a pure, more perfect form of the body—the saH—a divine
image and symbol of resurrection.10
Symbolically, the coffin could represent any number of ancient Egyptian religious
concepts of death and the afterlife through its shape and decoration. For example, a coffin
could act as a substitute for the body, 11 or through its decoration—white wrappings
around the limbs and body, skin of gold, and hair of blue lapis lazuli—it could signal the
elevation of the deceased to a saH (Figs. 10-11).12 Additionally, the coffin could represent
a miniaturized tomb, or even a microcosm of the world in which the deceased existed.13

8

Mark Smith, “Osiris and the Deceased.” In UCLA Encyclopedia of Egyptology, edited
by Jacco Dieleman and Willeke Wendrich, 2(Los Angeles:
http://escholarship.org/uc/item/29r70244 2008). Accessed February 26th, 2013.
9

The process of mummification influenced the size of coffins. The limbs of the deceased
would be wrapped in linen and fully-extended, so the shorter rectangular coffins of the Early
Dynastic period became elongated in the Old Kingdom, but retained their rectangular shape. John
H. Taylor, Death and the Afterlife in Ancient Egypt, (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press,
2001) 218.
10

Herman Te Velde, “Funerary Mythology,” in Mummies & Magic: The Funerary Arts
of Ancient Egypt, edited by Sue D’Auria, Peter Lacovara, and Catharine H. Roehrig, (Boston:
Museum of Fine Arts, 1988), 35.
11

The anthropoid coffins of the Middle Kingdom seem to function in this manner. They
would be placed on their side within a rectangular coffin, so that their face would be oriented to
the East, greeting the morning sun—a symbol of cosmic rebirth (Fig. 10). See Harco Willems,
Chests of Life: A Study of the Typology and Conceptual Development of Middle Kingdom
Standard Class Coffins, (Leiden: Ex Oriente Lux, 1988), 47.
12

The color black could also decorate the surface of coffins, associating the deceased
with Osiris.

4

As Egyptian history progressed, ancient Egyptian concepts of the afterlife evolved
together with the form, decoration, and symbolic function of the coffin.14 During the 21st
Dynasty, there was a shift in funerary architecture and burial rites. The elite no longer
commissioned lavishly decorated tombs, but instead, focused their resources on their
coffin ensemble, minimizing the essentials for their rebirth in the afterlife.15 This shift
can be viewed as a defensive reaction to the rise in tomb robberies16 and chronic
instability that plagued the late New Kingdom.17 By replacing decorated tombs with
undecorated rock caches, the coffin began to assume the role of miniature tomb.18 And,
as one should expect, by confining decoration that was usually spread throughout a tomb
to the just coffin ensemble, the coffin became more densely decorated than ever before.

13

John H. Taylor, “Patterns of Colouring on Ancient Egyptian Coffins from the New
Kingdom to the Twenty-Sixth Dynasty: an Overview,” in Colour and Painting in Ancient Egypt,
edited by W. V. Davies, (London: British Museum, 2001), 164.
14

For a general outline the coffin development, see John H. Taylor, Egyptian Coffins,
(Aylesbury: Shire Egyptology, 1989), 12-62. Ibid., Death and the Afterlife in Ancient Egypt, 217243. Aidan Dodson and Salima Ikram, The Mummy in Ancient Egypt: Equipping the Dead for
Eternity, (London: Thames and Hudson, 1998), 193-243. For Middle Kingdom coffins, see Harco
Willems, Chests of Life, passim; For rishi coffins see Gianluca Miniaci, Rishi Coffins and the
Funerary Culture of Second Intermediate Period Egypt, GHP Egyptology 17, (London: Golden
House Publications, 2011); for New Kingdom and 21st Dynasty coffins see Andrzej Niwiński,
21st Dynasty Coffins from Thebes, 9-15, 65-84.
15

Kathlyn M. Cooney, “Changing Burial Practices at the End of the New Kingdom,”
Journal of the American Research Center in Egypt 47 (2011): 4.
16

For protective measures against tomb robbery, see Andrzej Niwiński, “The Tomb
Protection in the Theban 21st Dynasty: Unknown archaeological facts gathered during the
excavation of the Polish-Egyptian “Cliff-Mission” at Deir el-Bahari in the seasons 1999-2006,”
Egyptology at the Dawn of the Twenty-First Century: Proceedings of the Eighth International
Congress of Egyptologists, Cairo, 2000 1, edited by Zahi Hawass and Lyla Pinch Brock, 277-290
(Cairo; New York: American University in Cairo Press, 2003); For discussion concerning tomb
robberies see, Kathlyn M. Cooney, “Changing Burial Practices at the End of the New Kingdom,”
4, n.5.
17

Andrzej Niwiński, 21st Dynasty Coffins from Thebes, 18.

18

Ibid., 12.

5

The iconography of 21st Dynasty “yellow” type coffins19 represented an
amalgamation of solar and Osirian concepts of the afterlife.20 Vignettes from funerary
papyri, such as the Book of the Dead, the Book of Amduat, the Book of Gates, the Book of
Caverns, and the Book of Earth were found on coffins throughout the 21st Dynasty.
Analysis of the coffin of Nesytanebettawy will reveal the influence of these solar and
Osirian concepts of the afterlife on its decoration.

19

The first “yellow” type coffins appeared with last “black” type coffins following the
Amarna period. The exterior of these coffins were decorated in polychrome, red, dark and light
blue, on a yellow background (Fig. 12). See ibid. The “yellow” type coffin was still in use during
the 21st Dynasty, but the colors on the exterior changed to polychrome, red, light and dark green,
on a yellow, but sometimes white, background. See Ibid., 65-66.
20

On the Solar-Osirian unity, see Andrzej Niwiński, “The Solar-Osirian Unity as
Principle of the Theology of the ‘State of Amun’ in Thebes in the 21st Dynasty,” Jaarbericht van
het Vooraziatisch-Egyptisch Genootschap Ex Oriente Lux 30 (1987-1988): 89-106; Erik
Hornung, Idea into Image: Essays on Ancient Egyptian Thought, translated by Elizabeth Bredeck,
(Princeton: Timken, 1992), 109-112; John H. Taylor, “Patterns of Colouring on Ancient Egyptian
Coffins from the New Kingdom to the twenty-Sixth Dynasty: an Overview,” 170.

6

CHAPTER TWO
THE COFFIN ENSEMBLE OF NESYTANEBETTAWY (A154955/A364998) 1
General Description
The interior surfaces of the coffin are undecorated, but the exterior is completely
decorated except for the foot-board on the lid. Even though much of the coffin is
decorated, the owner’s name only appears on the mummy cover. The only title accorded
to her is Smayt n imn, “chantress of Amun,” which most females, even children, held
during this time period.2 The increase of the Smayt title may be a political development—
the High Priests of Amun’s attempt to strengthen their power base and political
legitimation.3 There was a papyrus on which parts of the Book of Amduat and the name
of the deceased are written (type A.III.1b), but it is currently in the Egyptian Museum in
Cairo, Cairo SR 11493.4
At first glance, the coffin appears generally well-preserved with vibrant colors,
clear hieroglyphs, and very minor cracks and damaged areas. However, closer

1

Data gathered from the NMNH accession files show that A154955 is the first catalogue
number assigned to this coffin ensemble. A364998 was assigned in April 1933 when these
objects were found in the collection without identification.
2

There are two other titles accorded to her on her funerary papyrus, xsy(t) n pA a n mwt
“singer in the choir of Mut” and nbt iSrw, “Lady of Isheru,” which is the precinct of Mut at
Karnak. See Alexandre Piankoff and N. Rambova, Mythological Papyri 1, (New York: Bollingen,
1957), 103.
3

Susan Lynn Onstine, The Role of the Chantress (Smayt)in Ancient Egypt, BAR
International Series 1401, (Oxford: Archaeopress, 2005), 31.
4

The papyrus is well-preserved and measures 4.29 m in length by .225 m in width. It has
been published in Alexandre Piankoff and N. Rambova, Mythological Papyri 1, 93-103; Andrzej
Niwiński Studies on the illustrated Theban funerary papyri of the 11th and 10th centuries B.C.
Orbis Biblicus et Orientalis 86. (Göttingen: Universitätsverlag Freiburg Schweiz, Vandenhoeck
and Ruprecht, 1989) 294; Christine Seeber, Unterschungen zur Darsetllung des Totengerichts im
Alten Ägypten, Münchner Ägyptologische Studien 35 (Berlin: Deutscher Kunstverlag, 1976),
212; David Aston, Burial Assemblages of Dynasty 21-25, 165.

7

examination reveals that much of the painting is not of the highest quality and that many
of the damaged areas are actually sections that have been restored to appear complete.
These restoration efforts are modern, not ancient, as discovered from the NMNH
accession files. Correspondence between J. Townsend Russell of the NMNH and Dr.
Ludlow S. Bull of the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, dating April 25, 1933,
indicates that the restored areas have been outlined in a fine white line as suggested by
Dr. Bull. Following this, photographs were sent to Dr. Bull for a brief analysis.
Provenience
In 1893, the National Museum of Natural History in Washington, D.C. (NMNH)
acquired four sets of painted, anthropoid coffins from the Egyptian government.5 These
were among the 153 coffins6 excavated by French Egyptologists, Georges Émile Jules
Daressy and Urbain Bouriant, in 1891 from the second Deir el-Bahari cache in the Bab
el-Gusus tomb, “the door of the priests” (Plan 1). Unfortunately, the documentation
concerning the clearance of this cache does not reflect the importance of such a find. This
is evident by the fact that the tomb, which included 660 individual objects, was cleared in
the span of eight days.7
5

The first A.number was given to each coffin by Daressy in situ. The four coffin sets
include: (1) the inner coffin, outer coffin, and mummy-cover of Tenet-Khonsu (Daressy A.53,
A154953/A154954/A36500); (2) Anonymous inner coffin and mummy cover of
Nesytanebettawy (Daressy A.9, A154955/A364998); (3) Outer trough and inner coffin of PaAmun (Daressy A.65, A154956/A364997); (4) Inner coffin and mummy-cover of Amenhotep
(Daressy A. 39, A154959/A364999); The Daressy A numbers are found in Georges Daressy,
“Les Cercueils des Prêtres d’Ammon,” 20.
6

101 of them consisted of both an inner and outer coffin, and in some cases, a mummy
cover. So, the combined total of both inner and outer coffins reaches 254, Andrzej Niwiński, 21st
Dynasty Coffins from Thebes, 24.
7

For a short list of objects and the process of their removal, see Georges Daressy ”Les
Sépultures des Prêtres d’Ammon à Deir el-Bahari.” Annales du Service des Antiquités de l’Égypte
1 (1900): 144-145.

8

The Bab el-Gusus tomb is located on the eastern end of the triangle formed by
Hatshepsut’s limestone wall and Nebhepetre’s mud brick enclosure.8 Mohamed Ahmed
Abd el-Rassoul, who was responsible for the discovery of the first cache9 a decade
earlier, alerted Eugene Grébaut, in January of 1891, to a location where a few large
stones emerged from the sand, a possible location for a tomb.10 Workmen were sent to
this location to begin preliminary excavation work. A layer of brick was found just
beneath the surface, at the beginning of the shaft. Excavation continued for another eight
meters, until a false door was found,11 along with another brick floor and some coffin
fragments.12 Sand began to shift and sink, prompting the excavation to continue for
another three meters until a wall was found. Following this discovery, Georges Daressy
and Urbain Bouriant were assigned the task of removing the wall as well as the contents
that were shielded behind it.

8

Elizabeth Thomas, The Royal Necropolis of Thebes, (Princeton: Princeton University
Press, 1966), 174.
9

The first cache is an unfinished tomb (TT320) which was used as a cache for some of
the most powerful Pharaohs in the New Kingdom. For the history, see Galina A. Belova “TT320
and the History of the Royal Cache during the Twenty-first Dynasty,” in Egyptology at the Dawn
of the Twenty-First Century: Proceedings of the Eighth International Congress of Egyptologists,
Cairo, 2000 1, edited by Zahi Hawass and Lyla Pinch Brock, (Cairo; New York: American
University in Cairo Press, 2003), 73-80.
10

The report can be found in Georges Daressy, ”Les Sépultures des Prêtres d’Ammon à
Deir el-Bahari,” 141-148; Andrzej Niwiński, 21st Dynasty Coffins from Thebes, 25; Elizabeth
Thomas, The Royal Necropolis of Thebes, 175.
11

The false door acted as an additional security measure to deter robbers from digging
further. Tomb robbers would think that they reached the bottom of the shaft and discovered
nothing of value for them, when in actuality, they still had to keep digging.
12

Niwiński argues that this section was added to deter possible tomb robbers from
digging any further and discovering the tomb. Andrzej Niwiński, “The Bab el Gusus Tomb and
the Royal Cache in Deir El-Baḥri,” Journal of Egyptian Archaeology 70, 1984: 76.
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The wall was removed and revealed a long corridor filled with coffins and
miscellaneous funerary objects strewn about. While the coffins were in situ, Daressy
assigned numbers to them, based on their location in the tomb. The numbers begin at A.1
and end at A.153. Coffins with a lower number were found closer to the shaft, while
higher numbers were found further away.13 The shaft of the tomb measured 11 meters
vertically, making the extraction of 153 coffins difficult. In order to help facilitate the
removal of the coffins, inner coffins were separated from their outer counterpart;
however, they were not reunited until they reached Cairo.14 This resulted in a number of
mistakes when the coffins were reassembled, and some parts of coffin ensembles were
given different numbers in the Journal d’Entrée.15
Unfortunately, the mistakes did not end there. The decision was made to offer
some of the coffins to foreign governments. A total of 71 coffins, divided into lots that
ranged from two to six coffins, were presented to 17 different museums across the
world.16 And, similar to the reassembly process, some of the coffins were confused with
coffins belonging to other lots. The coffins that were not presented to foreign museums
remained at the Egyptian Museum in Cairo, but were not safe from similar errors. In fact,
the mistakes might be even worse.

13

For a reconstruction of each coffin’s location within the tomb, see Andrzej Niwiński,
21st Dynasty Coffins from Thebes, Table 1.
14

Andrzej Niwiński, The Second Find of Deir El-Bahari (Coffins), volume II, CG (60696082). (Cairo: Supreme Council of Antiquities, 1999). VII.
15

Ibid.
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The coffin under inquiry (A.9) belongs to lot 10, which includes coffins A.9, A.39,
A.53, and A.65, Georges Daressy “Les Cercueils des Prêtres d’Ammon,” 20.
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For the coffins remaining in Cairo, every part of the coffin—the outer lid, outer
trough, inner lid, inner trough, and mummy cover—received a separate CG number. One
would expect in such a numbering sequence that the pieces that compose an entire coffin
ensemble would have sequential CG-numbers. This, however, was not the case, and
many coffin ensembles have non-sequential CG numbers. For example, the lid of the
coffin, A. 24, was assigned the number CG 6001, while its trough is number CG 6017.
Also, the coffin A.109 has the numbers CG 6182 and CG 6813 assigned to its inner lid
and trough, respectively, while its outer lid and trough are CG 6213 and CG 6214,
respectively.
Given the circumstances surrounding the removal of these coffins and their
dispersal to foreign museums, there is a clear need to analyze the coffins within this
corpus individually. In doing so, it may be possible to identify the pieces of a coffin
ensemble that may be scattered throughout a number of museum collections. The burden
of such a task cannot be undertaken by a one person—it necessitates a concerted effort by
many. The following chapters will begin the process to address this issue by presenting a
preliminary analysis of one coffin in the long list of unpublished coffins from the Bab elGusus tomb.
Provenance
The coffin currently under inquiry was labeled A.9 by Daressy. In addition to its
Daressy number, it has been assigned two catalog numbers by the NMNH: A154955 and
A364998. Henceforth, and for sake of clarity, the coffin will be referred to as A.9 or the
coffin of Nesytanebettawy.
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A.9 remained in the collection of the NMNH until May 18, 1964, when it was
loaned to the Museo Nacional de Anthropología in Mexico City. It remained there for
nearly 50 years, and was returned only recently, on April 23rd 2012. Presently, A.9 is
housed at the Museum Support Center, NMNH’s off-site collection repository. To the
author’s knowledge, the coffin has not been displayed and has remained in storage at the
Museum Support Center. Currently, only one coffin is on display, the inner coffin of
Tenet-Khonsu.17
Measurements and Identification as Inner Coffin
The coffin ensemble consists of a female, anthropoid coffin (lid and trough), and
mummy cover. Based on the measurements of the coffin, it will be proposed that the
coffin should be identified as the inner coffin. The lid measures 183 cm from the footboard to head-board. The widest section across the shoulders measures 52.4 cm and the
narrowest section along the ankles measures 30.6 cm. The highest point of the lid, at the
tip of the nose measures 21.5cm. The trough measures 184.1 cm in length and 51.3 cm in
width at the shoulder and 31.4 cm at the feet. The depth of the trough is 24.9 cm at the
feet and 30.5 cm at the head. In total, the lid and the base measure 52 cm at the highest
point. The mummy cover measures 166.4 cm in length, 19.9 cm in width at the wig, 36.2
cm in width at the shoulder, and 18.5 cm at the feet.
The coffin proportion index will be used to identify the coffin of Nesytanebettawy
as the inner coffin. This index is derived from the ratio of the max length of the lid to the

17

The coffin is part of the new permanent exhibition, “Eternal Life in Ancient Egypt,”
curated by Dr. Lana Troy of Uppsala University
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max width of the lid, with the result multiplied by 100 ([max length:max width]*100).18
From the measurement of the lid, the following index is found:

(183:52.4)*100 => (3.49)*100 => 349

According to René van Walsem, the indices for outer coffins (A) range from 266 to 322,
while the indices for inner coffins (B) range from 315 to 373 (Fig. 106, “non-stola corpus
- II”). So, a value between 315-322 could be either an inner or outer coffin. The value of
349 falls well within the range for inner coffins, so it is proposed that the coffin of
Nesytanebettawy is the inner coffin. The outer coffin, if it exists, is not in the collection
of the NMNH. 19
Dating
There has been a concerted effort to create reliable typologies of the Third
Intermediate Period Theban coffins.20 These typologies are concerned with the form and

18

The measurements must be in centimeters. See René van Walsem, The Coffin of
Djedmontuiufankh, 36.
19

A coffin ensemble at the Rijksmuseum van Oudheden, Leiden (Daressy A.6 / Leiden
F.93/10.2) has been attributed to an individual named Nesytanebettawy; however, the outer coffin
is anonymous. David Aston, Burial Assemblages of Dynasties 21-25, 165. A close examination of
this coffin may yield a possible connection to the coffin currently under investigation.
20

David Aston, Burial Assemblages of Dynasties 21-25, 267-290; Andrzej Niwiński, 21st
Dynasty Coffins from Thebes: Chronological and Typological Studies, passim; idem., “Sarg NRSpZt,” Lexikon der Ägyptologie 4, edited by Wolfgang Helck, Eberhard Otto, and Wolfhart
Westendorf, 434-468. (Weisbaden: Otto Harrassowitz, 1984); John H. Taylor, The Stylistic
Development of Theban Coffins During the Third Intermediate Period, Ph.D. dissertation,
University of Birmingham; Idem., Egyptian Coffins, passim; Idem., “Patterns of colouring on
ancient Egyptian Coffins from the New Kingdom to the Twenty-sixth Dynasty: an Overview,”
95-119. Idem. “Theban Coffins from the Twenty-second Dynasty to the Twenty-sixth Dynasty:
Dating and Synthesis of the Development,” in The Theban Necropolis: Past, Present, and Future,
edited by Nigel Strudwick and John H. Taylor, 164-181 (London, British Museum, 2003); Idem.,
The Coffin of Padiashaikhet, in Egyptian Art in the Nicholson Museum, edited by Sowada, Karin
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style of the different parts of the coffin, the style of decoration, and the type of
inscriptions found on them. Together, they serve as helpful indicators for dating coffins
of the Third Intermediate Period. With regard to the coffin ensemble of Nesytanebettawy,
there are two criteria that will be used to provide a possible date: the style of the lid21 and
the archaeological and historical evidence surrounding the Bab el-Gusus tomb.
There are a few contradictory remarks made by Niwiński concerning the group to
which this coffin belongs. In his catalog entry, he lists the lid as belonging to Type II-a,
which supports my analysis.22 However, in §73, he assigns the same lid to Type III-c.23
The identification of this lid as Type III-c is therefore most probably a typo that slipped
through the editing process (cf. Figs. 16 and 19-20).
As outlined by Niwiński the Type II-a group is characterized by certain particular
features and formal elements.24 The figures are painted in red, pale green, and dark green
on a yellow background. The forearms are rendered in high relief, crossed left over right,
over the collar. The lower part of the lid is decorated in a vertical composition and the
inscriptions on the side are vertical, while the inscriptions on the border of the lid are

N. and Boyo G. Ockinga, 263-291, (Sydney: Meditarch, 2006); René van Walsem, “The Study of
21st Dynasty Coffins from Thebes,” Bibliotheca Orientalis 50 1/2, (1993): 9-91; Idem., The
Coffin of Djedmontuiufankh in the National Museum of Antiquities at Leiden, (Leiden:
Nederlands Instituut voor het Nabije Oosten, 1997); Johnathon Paul Elias, Coffin Inscription in
Egypt after the New Kingdom: A Study of Text Production and Use in Elite Mortuary
Preparation, Ph.D. Dissertation, University of Chicago, 1993.
21

A typology based on the style of 21st Dynasty lids has been outlined by Andrzej
Niwiński (Figs. 13-15). See Andrzej Niwiński 21st Dynasty Coffins from Thebes, 65-84.
22

Ibid., 171.

23

Ibid., 78.

24

Ibid., 71.
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horizontal. The decorative elements exhibit a low degree of density, which does not
reflect the horror vacui ubiquitous in later coffins, like Type III-c coffin lids.
The style of lid in the coffin ensemble of Nesytanebettawy can fit securely within
the Type II-a group. 25 This type was introduced during the 19th Dynasty and continued
well into the 21st Dynasty. Within the 21st dynasty, this type was prevalent during the
reigns of High Priest Pinudjem I, Masaharta, Menkheperre, Nesu-ba-neb-djed, and
Pinudjem II (1053-978 BC) (Table 2).26 This type most likely fell out of use sometime
during the reign of High Priest Pinudjem II, before the reign of High Priest Psusennes.
Niwiński adds that coffins belonging to this type are of a high quality of craftsmanship,
and that few of them are anonymous. The inner coffin of the ensemble under inquiry here
does not include the name of the deceased; however the mummy cover is inscribed with
the name Nesytanebettawy, and it will be argued that this is the original owner of the
inner coffin.
A possible date range 1053-978 BC has been proposed by Niwiński through
typological analysis of the lid, and it will be compared with the Bab el-Gusus tomb
archaeological data in order to provide a more precise range. Several dates have been
proposed for the tomb. Daressy proposed that the Bab el-Gusus tomb was an old tomb
that had been chosen, sometime during the reign of High Priest Menkheperre (1045-992
25

Information concerning the history of this type can be found in Andrzej Niwiński, 21st
Dynasty Coffins from Thebes, 73.
26

The political environment of Egypt during the 21st Dynasty is marked by a
decentralization of power. The Delta of Egypt was ruled by Tanite Kings while Upper Egypt was
ruled from Thebes by a family of army commanders who assumed the titles of High Priests of
Amun. On the chronology of the Theban High Priests of Amun, see Karl Jansen-Winkeln,
“Relative Chronology of Dynasty 21,” in Handbook of Ancient Egyptian Chronology, edited by
Erik Hornung, Rolff Krauss, and David Warburton, 218-233, (Leiden: Brill 2006); Kenneth A.
Kitchen, The Third Intermediate Period in Egypt, (Warminster: Arris & Phillips, 1973), 3-78,
Table 1.
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BC), to be extended and re-used in order to accommodate the burial assemblages of his
family.27 This hypothesis has been supported by a number of different scholars,28 but has
been disavowed by Niwiński based on the evidence within the tomb and his typological
study of 21st Dynasty coffins.29 Stylistically, the earliest coffins date to the reign of High
Priest Menkheperre. 30 The latest coffin that can be securely dated from an inscription on
its mummy-braces, A.66, dates to the reign of King Psusennes II, who became king
c.960-958 BC.31 This date, Niwiński argues, is the terminus ante quem non, and falls
safely within the timeframe discussed above.
The process by which these coffins were placed into this tomb is unknown.
Niwiński argues that this tomb was used for only a brief time, based on the fact that many
of the coffins date to different time periods, although they are placed next to each other
within the shaft.32 He argues that the coffins were placed in the tomb within a span of a
few days.33 This seems plausible, especially if we consider the fact that tomb robbery was
an issue during this time period, and it would be necessary to move tomb contents into a
27

Georges Daressy, “Les Sépultures des Prêtres d’Ammon à Deir el-Bahari,” Annales du
Service des Antiquités de l’Égypte 1 (1900):144.
28

Gaston Maspero, Guide to the Cairo Museum, (Cairo: Office of the French Institute of
Oriental Archæology, 1910), 270; H. E.Winlock, “Excavation at Thebes,” in The Metropolitan
Museum of Art Bulletin 17, (1924): 21; Elizabeth Thomas, The Royal Necropolis of Thebes, 175.
29

Andrzej Niwiński, “The Bab el Gusus Tomb and the Royal Cache in Deir El-Baḥri,”
Journal of Egyptian Archaeology 77, (1984): 73-81;idem., 21st Dynasty Coffins from Thebes, 2526.
30

Andrzej Niwiński, “The Bab el Gusus Tomb and the Royal Cache in Deir El-Baḥri,”

31

Ibid. 77.
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Andrzej Niwiński, 21st Dynasty Coffins from Thebes, 26

33

Andrzej Niwiński, “The Bab el Gusus Tomb and the Royal Cache in Deir El-Baḥri,”

76-77.

76.
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secure location quickly. In fact, the coffins at the back of the shaft, in the most secure
location, belonged to the family members of the High Priests.34 So the burial sequence
was ordered in such a way that the coffins that were believed as more “important”—those
belonging to the family of the High Priests—were placed into the tomb first and the other
coffins placed in the tomb following this.
Dating individual coffins based on their location within the tomb is problematic,
because the coffins are not arranged in chronological order. Investigating the coffins in
close proximity to A.9 may offer more insight, as they would have been most likely
moved from their initial location to their final resting location at Bab el-Gusus together.
Unfortunately, the coffins surrounding A.9 have not been securely dated, and there are no
pictures of them available for comparative purposes. So, the best dating criteria for the
coffin of Nesytanebettawy is based on the style of the lid, Type II-a, which, according to
Niwiński, was prevalent during c.1053-978 BC.

Construction Technique
The construction of an anthropoid coffin occurred in two phases: the carpentry
phase, and the decoration phase. In the first phase, the fundamental parts of the coffin,
both lid and trough, were fashioned out of wood. Despite the scarcity of indigenous trees
capable of producing sufficient timber, wood was used extensively by the Ancient
Egyptians in the creation of numerous artifacts, including coffins.35 Sycomore fig36 wood

34

Andrzej Niwiński, 21st Dynasty Coffins from Thebes, 26

35

Rowna Gale, Peter Gasson, and Nigel Hepper, “Wood” in Ancient Egyptian Materials
and Technology, edited by Paul T. Nicholson and Ian Shaw, 334. (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 2000).
36

Following the spelling suggested by Rowna Gale, et. al, to prevent confusion with
other trees. See Ibid., 340.
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was the primary medium used to create 21st Dynasty coffins. 37 The sycomore functioned
as a deeply religious symbol, associated with Hathor.38 The wood has been found among
funerary offerings as early as the Predynastic period, and there are texts that describe
sycomore gardens from the 20th Dynasty.39 Although rich religious symbolism is deeplyrooted within the sycomore, other types of wood, including imported cedar, acacia, and
tamarisk were used in the manufacture of 21st Dynasty coffins.40
A complete analysis of the construction of the coffin ensemble is not possible,
because the red-brown mud plaster applied to the interior of the trough has been wellpreserved, and any cracks in the wood have been camouflaged. Fortunately, there is some
evidence that suggests that the craftsmen followed a standardized procedure in the
manufacture of the coffins.41 So, the general construction procedure will be discussed
below.
Construction of the Trough (Fig. 17)
According to Andrzej Niwiński and John H. Taylor, there are five parts that
compose the trough:42 the bottom (L), two side walls (Q, R), a foot-board (U, V), and a
head-board (S, T). 43 The bottom was usually constructed by joining two planks of wood
37

Niwiński identifies the sycomore fig as Ficus religiosa, Andrzej Niwiński, 21st Dynasty
Coffins from Thebes, 56. Rowna Gale, Peter Gasson, and Nigel Hepper identify the sycomore fig
as the indigenous Ficus sycamorus, Rowna Gale, et. al.,“Wood” 340.
38

Andrzej Niwiński, 21st Dynasty Coffins from Thebes, 56
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Rowna Gale, et. al, “Wood,” 340.
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Andrzej Niwiński, 21st Dynasty Coffins from Thebes, 57.
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John H. Taylor, “The Construction of Horemkenesi,” in Horemkenesi: May He Live
Forever!, edited by D. P. Dawson, et al., 35. (Bristol: Bristol Museums and Art Gallery, 2002).
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The letters within parenthesis correspond with the letters found in Fig. 17.
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together through the use of “tabular” joints and dowels, although dovetail joints were also
used. The side walls, rounded near the shoulder, were usually single pieces of wood. The
section that created the head-board was constructed out of two curved pieces of wood,
fitted together at the apex of the curve, on both side walls, and the bottom board with
pegs, dowels or mortise and tenon joints. The foot-board was then fixed to the bottom
board and, side boards using dovetail joints or pegs. The damage and defects of the wood
were then camouflaged with mud and gesso, and sometimes reinforced with linen cloth
and gesso. Examples of this are visible on the undecorated foot-board of the trough (Fig.
9).
Construction of the Lid (Fig. 17) 44
Technically speaking, the construction of the lid is more complex than the trough,
as is requires more modeling, joining, and fitting together a larger number of pieces. The
main components of the lid are: a top board (A B), two low, long side-walls (F, G, D, E)
a short low-rounded wall placed behind the head (C), and a large flat foot-board (H and
dashed-outline). The top board was often composed of many pieces of wood, fitted
together through a number of methods, including pegging, doweling, and gluing. It was
attached to both the two long side-walls and the head-wall through a series of “tubing
pegs” and glue. Then, the foot-board was attached to the top board and long side-wall
through the use of dovetail joints and glue. The shape of the lid could be achieved
through carving pieces of the wood, and then attaching them.45
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Andrzej Niwiński, 21st Dynasty Coffins from Thebes, 57-59; John H. Taylor, “The
Construction of Horemkenesi,” 36-37.
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The following is based on the outlines provided by Andrzej Niwiński, 21st Dynasty
Coffins from Thebes, 59-60; John H. Taylor, “The Construction of Horemkenesi,” 35-36.
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The other decorative, wooden elements, such as the mask, hands, feet, ears,
amulets, earrings, arms, and wig lappets were then attached, as they had to be carved
separately.46 Each of these elements were attached to the top board by glue and pegs.
Because of the process by which they were attached, these elements are commonly
missing or damaged. For example, the nose on the lid of Nesytanebettawy was damaged
at some point and was restored in modern times, as the white outline that identifies
restored areas is present (Fig. 28). It is not known if only the paint was restored or wood
as well.
Construction of the Mummy Cover (Fig. 17) 47
The construction of the mummy cover was fairly simple, consisting of parts
similar to those of the lid. The parts include the mummiform board (A) and the separately
carved wooden elements—mask, hands, feet, ears, amulets, earrings, arms, etc. The
cross-section shape of the mummiform board has three different variations: hollowed out
convex, flat, or solid convex. The construction technique for the mummy cover followed
the same technique as the trough, and it was placed on top of the mummy and remained
detached from the rest of the coffin.
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Andrzej Niwiński, 21st Dynasty Coffins from Thebes, 60.
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Andrzej Niwiński, 21st Dynasty Coffins from Thebes, 59-60; John H. Taylor, “The
Construction of Horemkenesi,” 35.
47

The following is based on the outline provided by Andrzej Niwiński, 21st Dynasty
Coffins from Thebes, 60.
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Painting Technique48
Preparing the surface for decoration was initiated by the carpenter, who covered
the surfaces that would receive painted decoration with mud to camouflage any defects
on the surface. Following this, a coat of white gesso would be applied. Surfaces that
would not receive painted decoration would be either left raw or painted in monochrome.
After the initial surface preparation, the painter would create the skeletal outline
of the decoration, consisting of the vignettes and their orientation, the figures contained
within them, and inscriptions, all of which were delineated with red ink or paint. In
certain cases, blank spaces appear on mostly complete coffins, which may attest to a
multiplicity of laborers working together in order to create these coffins.49
The outlines and inscriptions were then filled in with paint, most commonly red
and various shades of blue and green.50 Blue and green were used as detail for figures in
scenes, the wig, collar, and parts of hieroglyphs, while black and white were used as
accents.51 Once all of the decoration had been filled in with paint, a yellow-orange
varnish was applied to the surface,52 the distinct characteristic of “yellow” type coffins of
the late New Kingdom and Third Intermediate Period.53
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Much like the discussion concerning the construction of the coffin, this section draws
heavily from Andrzej Niwiński, 21st Dynasty Coffins from Thebes, 59-60; John H. Taylor, “The
Construction of Horemkenesi,” 35-36.
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Andrzej Niwiński, 21st Dynasty Coffins from Thebes, 61, n. 28.
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John H. Taylor, “The Construction of Horemkenesi,” 37.
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Andrzej Niwiński, 21st Dynasty Coffins from Thebes, 61; John H. Taylor, “The
Construction of Horemkenesi,” 37.
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Andrzej Niwiński, 21st Dynasty Coffins from Thebes, 12
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Corpus
Two tables in the appendix that list coffins that belong to the Type II-a group. The
first table lists Type II-a coffins dating before the 21st Dynasty from the first Deir el
Bahari cache (Table 3), while the second lists coffins found in the second Deir el Bahari
cache (Table 4). Each table lists their known inventory numbers, present location,
bibliography, and any notes concerning them. The tables have been compiled from
information found in Andrzej Niwiński’s 21st Dynasty Coffins from Thebes.
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CHAPTER THREE
THE TEXT AND ICONOGRAPHY OF THE INNER LID
General Introduction to the Inscriptions and Decoration of the Lid
Inscriptions
The paint of the inscriptions is generally well-preserved. However, this state of
preservation is deceptive. Even though the inscriptions are well-preserved, one must be
cautious in reading the text in its present form. As noted in Chapter 3, the coffin has been
restored, and many of the restorations are inaccurate. 1 Fortunately for this coffin, the
restorations are fairly easy to identify because they are usually within sections that have
been outlined in white, and the paleography within these areas does not conform to the
rest of the coffin (Figs. 23 and 61-62).
The inscriptions on the lid follow two basic formulas: (1) Dd mdw in, “words
spoken by…” and (2) imAxy xr, “revered one before….” The longer inscriptions fall into
the first category and are arranged along the length of the lid. Their content ranges from
basic offering lists and epithets to excerpts from the Book of the Dead. The shorter imAxy
xr inscriptions are perpendicular to the longer inscriptions, with the text oriented
vertically, and act as framing devices for the vignettes. Due to the small space allotted for
them, their content does not extend beyond basic divine epithets.
Decoration
As discussed in the previous chapter, the decoration belongs to the Type II-a
group, and the decoration does not reflect the horror vacui found on later lid types.2

1

Inscriptions B (p. 30) and M (p. 41-42) in this text exemplify some of the inaccurate
restorations found on this coffin.
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There are thirteen vignettes on the inner lid. The decorative elements found on this coffin
are common among the Type II-a and II-b lids. From the head down, they consist of: a
tripartite wig with earrings and floral headbands; arms and hands modeled in high relief;
solar iconography in the form of a scarab beetle on the chest, both above and below the
arms; the winged goddess; vertically composed vignettes depicting offering scenes. 3
Method
(1) The common borders will be discussed only once so as to avoid repetition in
the descriptions of the individual vignettes. (2) The decorative elements that are found
outside the vignettes will be discussed next, based on their placement on the coffin: head
and face; shoulders and arms. (3) As text and image are inextricably linked, the
inscriptions and vignettes will be discussed together. The inscriptions and vignettes have
each been assigned a letter or number, respectively. The mirrored vignettes have either an
“L” or “R” attached to them, denoting the side of the lid on which they were found (Fig.
18).
Each inscription will be described in three parts: (1) transliteration, (2) translation,
(3) commentary. The commentary section will describe the condition of the text,
reconstruct areas of damaged text when appropriate, offer alternative translations for
problematic areas, and evaluate the content of the text. The grammatical discussion will
be confined to the footnotes. For the vignettes discussed in pairs, the left vignette will be
described in detail, while the right vignette will highlight the differences between the
two.
2

Andrzej Niwiński, 21st Dynasty Coffins from Thebes, 71; David Aston, Burial
Assemblages of Dynasty 21-25, 271.
3

David Aston, Burial Assemblages of Dynasty 21-25, 271. For examples, see ibid. 270,
1A; Andrzej Niwiński 21st Dynasty Coffins from Thebes, pls. III and IV.
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Inner Coffin Lid Decoration and Inscriptions (Figs. 19-24)
Common Decorative Motifs – Borders (Figs. 36-41)
Each vignette is surrounded by a border that consists of: 1) (sides) a vertical block
border of alternating red and black blocks, in between which a smaller horizontal block
of green and two yellow blocks are added; 2) (top) a horizontal, semi-circular shaped roof
of a pr-nw shrine, 4 consisting of alternating green and black stripes that terminate at a
horizontal band of green and yellow; or 3) a simple black line, when space constraints do
not allow the above borders. The borders will only be discussed when they deviate from
these three models.
Head and Face (Figs. 4 and 25)
The deceased wears a black, tripartite wig with two lappets that frame the face
and terminate just above the breasts. A faint yellow line outlines two braids of hair, one
on either side of the face.5 There are two horizontal bands, one on each lappet, composed
of red webbing and black dots, framed by two thin green strips of paint. Below the neck
in between each lappet is a column of horizontal green and dark green blocks. Above the
blocks is a horizontal strap of red and black blocks, while below it is a row of red and
black teardrop beads on top of two rows of black and green dots. A rosette with
alternating black, red, and green petals is rendered on top of the breasts, below the
lappets. 6 A floral headband, composed of a row of vertical red, green and black petals, is

4

The pr-nw was the national sanctuary of Lower Egypt at Buto, based off of the archaic
shrine. Aidan Dodson and Salima Ikram, The Mummy in Ancient Egypt, 195.
5

These frontal locks are found in various stages of completion; cf. Metropolitan Museum
of Art, New York 25.3.182a (Fig. 94), Frankfurt, Städtische Galerie Liebieghaus, 1651a-f (Fig.
95).
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rendered just above the forehead. A lotus blossom rests on top of the headband with its
stem running vertically towards the edge of the lid, outlined in red paint.
The face is covered by a yellow varnish with patches of red (Fig. 28). The chin,
left cheek, and nose show signs of restoration. A thin white line separates the light,
affected area from the original, darker yellow-varnished area. The initial red outlines are
still visible on the lips and above both eyes. The outline of the eyes and the eyebrows are
painted black, except for the outline of the right eye, which is tinted green. The eyebrows
are rounded towards the bridge of the nose, but terminate into a point just above the
canthi. Earrings, decorated with a rosette with green, red, and black petals, cover the ears
of the deceased.
Chest, Shoulders and Arms (Figs.19 and 29-30)
Across her chest, he deceased wears a floral collar composed of four rows of red,
green, and black petals, with border of lotus blossoms and red and black buds extending
outwards from the collar’s edge (Fig.19). The collar ends at the top of each shoulder at a
falcon-headed terminal. In front of the falcon is a lotus blossom, flanked at each side by a
bud (Figs. 29-30). Some restoration work has been completed on the left falcon. A white
outline is visible and its beak and facial markings differ slightly from the falcon on the
right side of the lid. The beak abuts the lotus blossom, instead of with space in between
the two, and the red outline of the face does not show to straight, precise line of the
falcon on the right.
The arms are crossed above the collar, right under left, and are both decorated
with and armlet and bracelet. The armlet and bracelet are composed of two columns of
6

This motif is also found in sculpture. See Egyptian Museum, Cairo, JE 87911, (Fig. 96)
Francesco Tiradritti, et. al, Egyptian Treasures from the Egyptian Museum, (New York: Harry
Abrams, 1999), 184.
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alternating blocks of green and dark green, separated by a long vertical block of black
paint. The yellow varnish separates the dark green and green blocks from each other. The
vertical column is rendered as black dots in the armlet. The elbow is covered with a lotus
blossom and rows of alternating black and red wDAt eye amulets decorate the space
between the two armbands in horizontal rows, representing bracelets. The hands of the
deceased have been crafted out of separate pieces of wood and then attached to the lid,
with the fingertips just above the surface of the lid. Sections of both hands have likely
been restored, evident by the discoloration on their surfaces (Figs. 34-35).
A serpent, wearing a green HDt crown is depicted on each side of the lid in the
space between the elbow and the floral collar, against a red-striped background (Figs. 2627). 7 The serpent on the right has been damaged and restored, while the left serpent
remains intact. A white line outlines the restored area, which encompasses the floral
collar just above the serpent, part of the recitation by Geb to the right, and part of the
upper elbow below. The serpent and part of the surrounding area has been inaccurately
restored. Unlike the serpent on the left side of the lid, this serpent lacks the three black
vertical lines, enclosed in a red semi-circle just below its hood. The red horizontal lines
of the black lines have all but disappeared and the yellow varnish has darkened
significantly. The red lotus blossom petals just above this serpent are much thinner in
comparison to the rest of the petals, which become thicker as they reach the apex, rather
than staying a consistent size.

7

Serpents are a common decorative motif in ancient Egyptian art as their bodies can fit
inside oddly shaped spaces (Fig. 97). See Francesco Tiradritti, et. al, Egyptian Treasures from the
Egyptian Museum, 199-210.
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Inner Coffin Lid - Vignette 1(Fig. 31)
Located on the chest, above the hands, the central icon for the vignette is the
black scarab beetle, who sits atop a green and red Sn hieroglyph.8 Above the scarab is a
green sun-disk flanked by uraei. From the body of each uraeus hangs a black anx symbol,
and a green wAs-scepter is depicted below it. Two black wDAt eyes with red highlights
between the eye and eyebrow flank the sides of the vignette and rest atop a green and
black reed mat and a black highlighted, green

basket. The green paint on the right

side of the vignette is a darker shade in comparison to the left, and there is a reddishbrown substance, possibly paint, surrounding the right anx sign.
Inner Coffin Lid - Vignette 2 (Fig. 32)
A winged scarab beetle depicted above a green and red Sn-ring is the central
element of this vignette, located just below the arms. The scarab can be viewed as a
pectoral, with the red and black alternating blocks of paint serving as the straps to which
it is attached. A green sun with double uraei, flanked on either side by a wDAt eye and nb
basket is rendered above the scarab. Unlike in the previous vignette, only an anx symbol
dangles from the body of each uraeus—the wAs scepter is absent. The new additions to
the vignette are two winged cobras on top of Hb symbols, two smaller cobras, and two
miniature wDAt eyes.
The green paint on the right side of the coffin has again sustained damage. The
darker shade is present on the smaller cobra, below the winged scarab. The inside right
wing of the scarab is the same dark green, rather than black.
8

For the Egyptians, the scarab beetle was inextricably linked with solar iconography and
resurrection. The god Khepri, who was linked with the rise of the morning sun, was depicted in
the form of a scarab beetle. David P. Silverman, “Divinity and Deities in Ancient Egypt,” in
Religion in Ancient Egypt: Gods, Myths, and Personal Practice, edited by Byron E. Shafer, 36,
(Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1995).
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Inner Coffin Lid - Vignette 3 (Fig. 32)
Near the middle of the lid, a kneeling goddess stretches her wings across the
width of the lid. Although there are no inscriptions within the vignette that identify the
goddess, she can be identified as Nut, the sky goddess.9 She wears a red headband with a
uraeus, wearing a sun disk with horns, and a simple modius crown. anx signs are rendered
in front of both of her outstretched hands, but she does not grasp them. Winged cobras
found in the previous vignette reappear above the arms of Nut, but Sn-rings occupy the
space in between their wings, rather than the wDAt eye. The sky sign (

), associated

with Nut, acts as a framing device, separating this vignette from the one above, and a star
fills the space between the ends of pt and Nut’s wings. Serpents fill the space left by the
curvature of Nut’s wings, and the hieroglyph for “mistress,” Hnwt is inscribed above their
heads.
Inner Coffin Lid - Inscription A (Figs 48-53)
(1) Dd mdw in nwt wrt | ms nTrw10 irt ra HqAt idbwy11 | di.s xA m t Hnqt xA m Ss mnxt
xA | m snTr ib(r) xA m htp | DfAw xA m Xt | nbt nDm(t) sTy

9

The texts and vignettes on the inner coffin reflect the well-known deities of the
Heliopolitan Ennead. As the mother of the gods of the Ennead, it is unlikely that any goddess
besides Nut would be found in this position on the coffin, see Andrzej Niwiński, 21st Dynasty
Coffins from Thebes, pls. IB, II, IIIA, IVA, VC, VIB.
10

is found following nTrw. It may be viewed as a determinative or as an ideogram
for nTrty, representing Isis and Nephthys, the daughters of Nut. The former suggestion appears to
be the best option as it is commonly used as a determinative. Adolf Erman and H. Grapow,
Wörterbuch der Ägyptischen Sprache, II (Leipzig: J.C. Hinrichs’sche Buchhandling, 1929) 362.
11

This epithet is commonly associated with Nut during the 21st to 24th Dynasties,
Christian Leitz, Lexikon der Ägyptischen Götter und Götterbezeichnungen, volume 5, Orientalia
Lovaniensia Analecta 114, (Leuven: Peeters, 2002), 539. Examples of this epithet can be found
on Egyptian Museum, Cairo, CG 61024; CG 61027; CG 61030; CG 61032; CG 6024; CG 6138,
Andrzej Niwiński, The Second Find of Deir El-Bahari (Coffins), volume II, passim.
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(2) Words spoken by Nut the great one, who gives birth to the gods, eye of Re,
ruler of the two banks. May she give a thousand (loaves of) bread and (jugs of) beer, a
thousand of alabaster and linen, a thousand of incense and laudanum, a thousand of
offerings and provisions, a thousand of everything sweet of smell.
(3) The text begins below the left shoulder, at the edge of the wsx-collar, and
continues down the length of the lid until it terminates at the feet. It is separated into six
sections, with the vertical imAxy xr inscriptions acting as dividers. The paint on the
hieroglyphs is well-preserved, except for a few damaged areas. In the second section of
text, a small area of red paint is missing at the curved portion of the

(Fig. 49). In the 4th

section, the word snTr has been damaged, but not restored (Fig. 51). The surface of the
damaged section is outlined white and overlaps the paint of

and

.

Nut is described as ms nTrw, “the one who gives birth to the gods.” The gods to
whom she gives birth are those linked with Osirian mythology, 12 Osiris, Isis, Nephthys,
and Seth. Additionally, she gives birth to the celestial bodies and the sun god each day.13
She is also identified as irt ra, the eye of Re. This association alludes to the myth found in
the Book of the Divine Cow, where the aging sun god sends forth his eye, viewed as a
goddess, to protect the divine order against the rebellious mankind.14 This identifies Nut
as a divine protectress, who not only cares for the deceased, but also for cosmic order. As
the HqAt idbwy, “ruler of the two banks,” Nut has dominion over the entirety of Egypt.
12

The only complete versions of the myth of Osiris are written in Greek by Plutarch and
Diodorus. From the ancient Egyptian sources, we find disconnected allusions in funerary context
from which we have reconstructed the basic structure of the story. See Jan Assmann, Death and
Salvation in Ancient Egypt, (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 2005), 23-26.
13

Erik Hornung, Conceptions of God in Ancient Egypt: The One and the Many, translated
by John Baines, (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1985), 146-147.
14

Ibid., 153-154.
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Inner Coffin Lid - Inscription B (Figs. 54-59)
(1) Dd mdw in gb | (i)r(y)-pa(t) *nTrw nbw Ax n sA.f bik pwy ms.n Ast iwaw mnh n
wnn-nfr*15 mnxt n wnn-nfr | di.sn xA m t xA m Hnqt | xA m xt nbt bnr(t) sTy m | Xr(t) hr(w)
(2) Words spoken by Geb, hereditary prince of *all gods who is beneficial for his
son, this falcon born of Isis* beneficial to Wennenefer, (so that) they may give thousands
of (loaves of) bread, thousands of (jugs of) beer, thousands of everything sweet of smell
daily.
(3) This text is divided into six sections, and incorrectly restored in some areas.
The restored section begins at (i)r(y)-pa(t) in section two (Fig. 55) and ends in the middle
of mnxt in section three (Fig. 56). These sections can be restored based on the faint traces
of paint and small indentations that outline these words (Fig. 60). Section two can be
reconstructed as xA m t xA Hnqt (cf. Figs. 55 and 50), while section three can be restored as
(ms) nTrw HqAt idb(wy) (cf. Figs. 56 and 49). The paint traces in section three show
hieroglyphs facing the wrong direction, and it is a direct copy from inscription A (Figs.
49-50).
Inner Coffin Lid - Inscription C (Figs. 21-24, central text, left column)
(1) Dd-mdw in Ast mwt nTr irt ra Hnwt pr-nfr di.s16 wnw.tw n.t sb(Aw)17 sbxw(t)
StAw(t) n dwAt pr18 bA.i19 m xpr(w).f20 mr(r).f wab.f sw m *wbn m itn*21 nn [ix] xt nb im.i n
Dt

15

This section of text, within asterisks (*), is a suggestion meant to replace the text found
on the coffin, incorrectly restored, and is based on contemporary coffins. This inscription is
commonly found on 21st Dynasty coffins. Cf. Andrzej Niwiński, The Second Find of Deir ElBahari (Coffins), 2, 6, 28-29, 31, 34, 39, 50, 56, 76, 78; Anders Bettum, Death as an Eternal
Process: A Case Study of a 21st Dynasty Coffin at the University Museum of Cultural Heritage in
Oslo, https://www.duo.uio.no/handle/123456789/23963, 86. Accessed February 12, 2013.
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(2) Recitation by Isis, divine mother, eye of Re, mistress of the house of
embalming, that she might cause that one (might) open for you the doors and secret
portals of the Duat. May my ba go forth as its form which it desires. May he purify itself
as *the one who rises as the sun* and there is not […] everything therewith me for
eternity.
(3) This vertical band of text is located on the central section of the lid, beginning
below the third register and terminating at the feet. The epithets associated with Isis are
mwt nTr, irt ra, and Hnwt pr-nfr. Her protective role is apparent through her identification
as the “mother of the god (Horus)” and the eye of Re. The latter association, mistress in
the house of embalming alludes to her role in the resurrection of Osiris.22

16

The scribe writes
for the third person singular suffix pronoun here and elsewhere
on the coffin. This is common in Late Egyptian, and will be transliterated as -.s so as not to
confuse it with the dependent pronoun st. Friedrich Junge, Late Egyptian Grammar: an
Introduction, translated by David Warburton, (Oxford, Griffith Institute, 2001), 52.
17

It is likely that this is the noun sbA, with the star (N14) dropped, Adolf Erman and H.
Grapow, Wörterbuch der Ägyptischen Sprache, IV, 83. There may be some relation to the
transitive verb sb, “(den Re) geleiten, (den Weg) bereiten.” Adolf Erman and H. Grapow,
Wörterbuch der Ägyptischen Sprache, III, 82. However, the former interpretation is preferred
because of the plural door determinative (O31). A similar form can be seen on the coffin of outer
coffin of Nesperennub, British Museum EA 30720, John H. Taylor, Mummy: The Inside Story,
(London: British Museum Press, 2004), 12.
18

functions as both the determinative for dwAt and as a phonogram in the verb pri.

19

The scribe writes
for the 1st person singular suffix, which is not uncommon for a
female speaker in Late Egyptian. Friedrich Junge, Late Egyptian Grammar, 53.
20

A similar inscription found on the coffin of Henettawy (Metropolitan Museum of Art,
New York, 25.3.182a), but with the quail chick in between the scarab and suffix pronoun.
21

The non-standard abbreviation (*) is used to identify sections of text that have been
restored incorrectly in modern times. Transliterations and translations within the asterisks (*) are
the suggested restorations by the author.
22

David P. Silverman, “Divinity and Deities in Ancient Egypt,” 44.
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Following this, Isis opens the secret doors and portals of the Duat so that the
deceased may enter freely and without harm. Then, the ba, which could transform into
different shapes and forms,23 goes forth as xpr(w).f mr(r).f, “his form which he desires.”
This form may refer to the morning sun, which is associated with Khepri, the sun god
who emerges as the morning sun and is personified as a scarab beetle.24 It is no
coincidence that we find this reference in a recitation by Isis on the eastern side of the lid,
because she facilitates the rise of the eastern sun.25
An area that has been restored follows this, around the curvature of the feet (Fig.
23). The section begins wab.f sw m “he purifies himself as…” until it reaches the
incorrectly restored hieroglyphs.26 A possible restoration for this section could be wbn m
itn, “one who rises as the sun.” 27 A parallel to the phrase following it nn ix xt nb im.i n Dt
has not been found, so no suggestion has been made. It should be noted that a negation
also follows the inscription on the coffin of Henettawy, reinforcing its possibility as a
parallel; however, it begins with tm and is incomplete.

23

A basic introduction to the concept can be found in John H. Taylor, Journey Through
the Afterlife, (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2010) 17. Detailed discussion can be found
in Louis V. Žabkar, A Study of the Ba Concept in Ancient Egyptian Texts, Studies in Ancient
Egyptian Civilization 46, (Chicago: Universtiy of Chicago Press, 1968).
24

David P. Silverman, “Divinity and Deities in Ancient Egypt,” 36; John H. Taylor,
Journey Through the After Life, 19.
25

Harco Willems, Chests of Life, 141.

26

The paleography of the seated woman does not conform to the rest of the coffin (cf.
Figs. 61 and 62).
27

I have restored the section based on the inscription found on the coffin of Henettawy,
MMA 25.3.182a, b, (Fig. 98). The remnants of paint support this suggestion as well. The
of
wbn is written and there is black paint, possibly for
, above it, which may have served as the
basis for restoring the seated woman. The
, black and green paint of the reed leaf, as well as
the ,
, and
of itn have been preserved and appear to be original.
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Inner Coffin Lid – Inscription D (Figs. 21-24, central text, right column)
(1) Dd-mdw in nbt-Hwt sn(t) nTr irt ra Hnwt pr anx di.s n.i wnwt m hrw tkA28 m grH
pr29 hAy r nTr mi wrd (n)fi anx bA.i wDA XAt.i nn sk rn.i n Dt
(2) Words spoken by Nephthys, sister of the god, eye of Re, mistress of the house
of life: that she might give to me the time in the day, to illumine at night and ascending
toward the god like the one who grows tired (in) the darkness. 30 My ba lives and my
corpse is hale. There is not a wiping out of my name forever.
(3) The hieroglyphs are well-preserved except for a few sections. Just before the
curvature of the feet, only a thin strip of green paint remains of the

in

(Fig. 23).

At the curvature of the feet, we find a section that has been restored (Fig. 23). The
restoration is correct, but the paleography of

is incongruent with the rest of the coffin

(Figs. 61-62).
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The
might be the 2nd person singular feminine suffix pronoun in which case it would
be connected with hrw and translated as “the hours of your day.” The word following hrw.t would
then be understood as kA(p), “censing.” Most likely,
is part of the word the verb tkA, “illumine,”
which would provide a reason for why time in the day is given to the deceased. The translation
would then be May she give to you the hours of the day to illumine at night.”
29

The verb pr is most likely an infinitive preceding the infinitive hAy, “ascending and
descending to the god.” The t ending is commonly lost in Late Egyptian and picked up when a
suffix is attached, Friedrich Junge, Late Egyptian Grammar, 80-81. The Stative, following the
noun grH, is also a possibility, but is less likely given the context.
30

This section of text is problematic. Given the context, wrd should be taken as a
participle, rather than a relative form, wrd.f. As transliterated above, I attached the
and to
. This leads to a few options: (1) the word following wrd is the demonstrative pronoun nf or
nfA with the omission of the n. So, the pronoun would be used independently or in connection
with the following word anx, which would now be used as a noun. The clause would be rendered
as “like the one who grows tired of this life.” (2) The
and may have been placed in front
of
by accident, rather than behind, “his path.” (3) The word might be a different spelling for
the word nfi, “darkness, fog,” Adolf Erman and H. Grapow, Wörterbuch der Ägyptischen
Sprache, II, 251. The entry shows
, rather than
, but this may simply be a variation used
because of space constraints. Options 1 and 3 are the most plausible, but the latter is preferable
given the context.

34

Nephthys’ epithets are sn(t) nTr irt ra Hnwt pr anx, “sister of the god, eye of Re,
mistress of the house of life.” Following Nephthys’ epithets the narrative of the deceased
continues. After finding a reference to the morning sun on the left side of the coffin, in
Isis’ recitation, it is no coincidence that night is referenced in this inscription. The
inscription is located on the right, or western side of the coffin, the horizon in which the
sun descends. In this text, Nephthys wishes for the health of the ba and the body (xAt), so
that the name of the deceased would remain intact and alive for eternity. This concept is
inextricably linked with the ancient Egyptian concept of the body. Each day, the ba could
separate itself from its body (xAt) in order to eat, drink, and otherwise, interact with the
world of the living or dead. At night, however, the ba would be forced to reunite with the
body. Without this reunification of ba and body, the deceased would cease to exist in the
afterlife.31
Inner Coffin Lid - Inscription E (Figs. 21-24, central text, center column)
(1) Dd-mdw in wsir nb r nHH xnty imntt wnn-nfr HqA anxw sfi nfr Ab n.t mfkAt di.f xt
nb(t) nfrt wabt32 xt nb(t) nfrt bnrt xt nb(t) […] xt nb(t) [nw mAa] Hr Htp Ax.t pw Dt
(2) Words spoken by Osiris, lord of eternity, foremost of the westerners,
Wennenefer, Ruler of the Living, perfect child who desires turquoise for you. He gives
every good and pure thing, every good and sweet thing, every […] thing, every […] thing
and herb offering. It is your akh, forever.
(3) The hieroglyphs are well-preserved except for a few areas. Following the
phrase xt nb(t) nfrt bnr(t), at the curvature of the feet, we find another area that has
31

32

John H. Taylor, Death and the Afterlife in Ancient Egypt, 21.

The feminine
composition.

signs are placed following nfr and wab in order to create a balanced

35

received restorations. This area should be viewed as an extension of the area restored in
inscriptions B and D. Following the initial phrase xt nb(t), is a small blank space, a green
horizontal rectangle, with four ovals, a black rectangle, and an upside down foreign land
determinative

(Fig. 23).33Another problematic section is found just below the

previous section, where we find a word resembling
and a horizontal stroke below

, with three vertical plural strokes

(Fig. 24).34

On this central band of vertical hieroglyphs, Osiris speaks to the deceased. He is
identified as nb r nHH xnty imntt, “lord of Eternity, foremost of the west(erners).”35 The
netherworld, a realm that the living could not reach in their physical body, was believed
by ancient Egyptians to be situated in the West.36 The last epithet, sfi nfr Ab n.i mfkt,
“perfect child who desires for me turquoise” is problematic. Why does Osiris desire
turquoise for the deceased? It is possible that the turquoise may reference the two trees of
turquoise Re passes through at the end of his nightly journey in the Field of Reeds.37 This
33

This section, in its current form, is unintelligible. Although there are most likely
parallels on which a new restoration could be based, no such parallels have been found as of yet,
so no suggestion has been made.
34

No parallels have been found as of yet. The nw jar might be the genitival adjective
connecting “everything” with mAa “true,” but the wrong form of the genitive is used. On the other
hand mAa could be viewed as a participle of the verb to offer, with the meaning “fit to be offered;”
however, that does not explain the presence of the nw jar.
35

Originally, xnty imnt(iw) was known as the local jackal-headed deity of Abydos. As the
cult of Osiris gained prominence, Osiris absorbed Khentimentiu and gained the epithet “foremost
of westerners” to reinforce the syncretism, John H. Taylor, Death and the Afterlife in Ancient
Egypt, 27.
36

John H. Taylor, Journey Through the Afterlife, 20.

37

Spell 149: “…I know those two trees of turquoise between which Re goes forth, and
which have grown up at the Supports of Shu at that door of the Lord of the East from which Re
goes forth,” R. O. Faulkner, The Egyptian Book of the Dead: The Book of Going Forth by Day,
(San Francisco: Chronicle Books, 1994), 121. Spell 109, with same text, ibid. 113; John H.
Taylor, Journey Through the Afterlife, 243.

36

area is an improved reflection of the best Egypt offered: lush, green, and fertile land
where eating, drinking, and merriment happened. Osiris’ wish for turquoise may signify
the successful journey of the deceased through the netherworld and into the Field of
Reeds.
This wish comes into fruition in the final phrase, Ax.t pw Dt, “it is your akh,
forever,” which ends the narrative. The deceased has successfully passed through the
portals of the Duat (Inscription C), received the proper offerings (Inscription A and E),
and has now been transfigured into an akh (Inscription E), joining the akhw, the “blessed
dead” in the afterlife.
Inner Coffin Lid - Inscription F (Fig. 36) (Vignette 4L)
(1) imAx{r}y38 xr wsir nb nHH xnty imntt
(2) Revered one before Osiris, lord of eternity, foremost of the west(erners.)
(3) The hieroglyphs are without restoration and well-preserved, except for the first
reed leaf in imAxy, the bottom of which is partially damaged.
Inner Coffin Lid - Vignette 4L (Fig. 36) (Inscription F)
Osiris is depicted sitting on a red and black block-type throne with a low back,
holding a crook, flail, and anx. Underneath the throne is a green and red reed mat and
black-checkered basket. In front of him, a winged wDAt eye holds out its wings in a
protective embrace toward him and an offering table consisting of a lotus blossom,
sprouted vessel, bud, green “halo.” Next to the offering table is a bastet vessel, which is a
common space filler motif related to the Opening of the Mouth Ritual 39

38

The scribe has added an extra

39

René van Walsem, The Coffin of Djedmonthuiufankh,131, fig. 493 Lei 1.

in every imAxy xr inscription on the lid.

37

Nearly the entire left side of this vignette has been restored, evident by the white
outline throughout the scene, accounting for the low quality in which the figure of the
deceased and the hieroglyphs have been rendered.40 The deceased wears a red-striped
dress with a green collar. A red incense cone is depicted on her head, and the lotus bud
below it has been reduced to a green line. She faces Osiris whose name is inscribed next
to his head with

replacing

in his name. She extends her right hand towards him,

awkwardly grasping a misshapen flail which has been restored. One would expect the
name of the deceased here, as found on other coffins,41 but instead, the hieroglyphs above
her read wsir r nHH, “Osiris for eternity.” The throne in Osiris’ name has been malformed
during restorations, stretching horizontally.
Inner Coffin Lid - Inscription K (Fig. 37) (Vignette 4R)
(1) imAx{r}y xr wsir nb nHH xnty *imnt(yw)*42
(2) Revered one before Osiris, lord of eternity, foremost of *the west(erners.)*
(3) The hieroglyphs are well-preserved except at the end of the inscription. After
the

jar, the text breaks off but should be restored as imnt(yw). This section is part of a

longer damaged area, which covers most of inscription B.
Inner Coffin Lid - Vignette 4R (Fig. 37) (Inscription K)
This scene is a mirror image of 4L, but with a few minor differences. The female
figure now holds a rectangular bundle of onions43 and her mouth has been replaced with a

40

Compare this image of the deceased with the non-restored image on the case (Figs. 71-

41

Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, 25.3.182a (Fig. 99).

42

This section has been damaged, but no restoration efforts have been attempted.

72)
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brown smudge. The green collar has not been rendered and inscriptions above her read
wsir nHH. Much of this scene has been restored, including the inscriptions and most of the
figure of the deceased. The white outline is visible in the right pr-nw roof and extends
downwards along the wing of the wDAt eye and into the bottom border of the vignette. It
continues along the right side of the vignette, behind the deceased and into the imAxy xr
inscription above.
Inner Coffin Lid - Inscription G (Fig. 38) (Vignette 5L)
(1) imAx{r}y xr ptH-skr{x}-wsir
(2) Revered one before Ptah-Sokar-Osiris
(3) There are two areas that show minor damage in this inscription. The white
plaster underneath the painted surface is exposed in a small area below the

in

where the varnish has been chipped. The lid has been damaged, and inaccurately restored.
has been added, rather than the dual strokes, to fill the space in the area following skr,
before

.
Inner Coffin Lid - Vignette 5L (Fig. 38) (Inscription G)
Sokar is depicted in falcon-form wearing an atef crown and is standing atop a

green and red reed mat, which rests on a shrine with an alternating red, black, and green
cavetto cornice, a red and green block band, 44 and a black door outline of a door. The
name of Sokar is inscribed in front of him and a cobra, wearing a green HDt crown, rears

43

Similar to an object found on the coffin of Djedmonthuiufankh, René van Walsem, The
Coffin of Djedmonthuiufankh, [j] 142, fig. 489; Ludwig Keimer, Die Gartenpflanzen im Alten
Aegypten, 2, edited by R. Germer, Sonderschrift, Deutsches Archäologisches Institut, Abteilung
Kairo 13. (Mainz: Zabern, 1984), 67, 184.
44

René Van Walsem identifies this motif as Type IIa vignette divider. See René van
Walsem, The Coffin of Djedmonthuiufankh, 258, fig. 384.
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just below it. A winged wDAt eye and a pendant uraeus with sun-disk is rendered behind
him. There is a female mummiform figure, with green skin standing in front of him. She
is wrapped in black and white, horizontal bands of linen, with a long black and red
striped sash extending from her waist.45 She has a long, tripartite wig, on top of which a
modius rests, similar to the kneeling goddess in vignette 3. Much of the figure has been
restored. The white outline creates a vertical strip in which the restored figure is incased.
The vertical strip begins above from vignette 4L and continues into the imAxy xr
inscription below. This section was restored based on the figure found in vignette 5R.
Much of the inscription in front of her has been restored, an can possibly be read as st
Hnwt imntyw, “the place, mistress of the westerners.” This inscription will be compared
with the following vignette in order to determine the correct restoration.
Inner Coffin Lid - Inscription L (Fig. 39) (Vignette 5R)
(1) imAx{r}y xr ptH-skr-wsir Hr-ib St(yt)
(2) Revered one before Ptah-Sokar-Osiris in the midst of the sanctuary of Sokar.
(3) The hieroglyphs are in good condition and without corruptions. Only the St in
St(yt)is inscribed due to space constraints.

follows St, so it is likely that this references

the sanctuary of Sokar.46
Inner Coffin Lid - Vignette 5R (Fig. 39) (Inscription L)
The same scene in 5L is repeated, and similar restoration is visible, but it affects
the central portion of the vignette. The white outline originates from vignette 4R above,
45

A similar outfit can be found on the four sons of Horus depicted on Metropolitan
Museum of Art, New York, 25.3.182a (Fig. 94).
46

Christiane M. Coche-Zivie, “Ro-setau”, LÄ, 5, 305; R. el-Sayed, “Nekhtefmout,
Superieur des Porte-encensoirs,” Annales du Service des Antiquities de l’Egypte 69 (1983): 233,
n. a; I.E.S. Edwards, “The Shetayet in Rosetau,” in Egyptological Studies in Honor of Richard
Parker, edited by Leonard Lesko, (Hanover: University Press of New England, 1986), 26-36.
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and continues downward through the imAxy xr inscription below and into vignette 6R. A
small section of the mummiform individual’s legs, the serpent with green HDt crown, and
the feet of Sokar seem to be the most affected. Inaccurately restored hieroglyphs are
found in front of the mummiform figure. They include a sideways Hwt sign, upside down
nb sign, and mw or tAw. The green HDt crown on top of the serpent is malformed and the
block dot at the ankles and the contours of Sokar’s talons is absent. It is possible that the
inscription above the mummiform figure reads Hnwt imntt, “Mistress of the West.” The
epithet Hnwt imntt (var. nbt imntt) is associated with both Isis and Nephthys. 47
Moreover, Isis is identified as Hnwt imntt on the case (Fig. 69). And, when Isis and
Nepthys are identified as Hnwt imntt they wear the same outfit.48 Thus, it is proposed that
this figure is Nephthys, and that therefore the mummiform figure in 5L is Isis.
Inner Coffin Lid - Inscription H (Fig. 40) (Vignette 6L)
(1) imAx{r}y xr inpw imy wt
(2) Revered one before Anubis who is in (his) bandages.49
(3) The hieroglyphs in this inscription are in good condition and remain
undamaged. The hieratic version of imy has been used instead of its hieroglyphic
counterpart. The phrase imy wt references Anubis’ role in the mummification process.

47

Christian Leitz, Lexikon der Ägyptischen Götter und Götterbezeichnungen, volume 5,

48

See Egyptian Museum, Cairo, CG 6079 (Fig. 100) and the case of this coffin (Figs. 69-

166.
71).
49

The inscription ends with the determinative
. It is possible that imy wt can be read
as the common epithet of Anubis, “in the place of embalmment,” but it remains uncertain. See
René van Walsem, The Coffin of Djedmontuiufankh, 222.
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Inner Coffin Lid - Vignette 6L (Fig. 40) (Inscription H)
In this vignette, a jackal-headed deity (presumably Anubis, based on the text in
the opposite vignette, 6R) kneels on top of a divine standard

, under which are two

bunches of green foliage. He grasps a flail with both hands, while a winged wDAt eye with
pendant uraeus are depicted in front of him. The offerings before him consist of two
bread loaves on top of a green Htp sign and a lotus blossom. A white line outlines a
restored area, where a small vertical strip that cuts through the left part of the pr nw
border, through the wDAt eye and its vertical wing, continuing into the imAxy xr inscription
below. The red paint above the Htp sign was not properly restored, so it prematurely ends
at the white line. The restorers did, however, add the second black bread loaf on the
proper left of the offering table.
Inner Coffin Lid - Inscription M (Fig. 41) (Vignette 6R)
(1) imAx{r}y xr {tptp nHH}50 imy wt
(2) Revered one before *Anubis* who is in the embalming house.
(3) The section following imAxy xr, has been damaged and inaccurately restored.
There is discoloration on the surface and

has been inserted in place of Anubis’

name. The method in which the s were outlined does not conform to ancient Egyptian
standards. Instead of adding the outline on top of the base color, the outline is first
rendered and then color is added inside the outline. Moreover, their color pattern does not
match the rest of the coffin. Rather than adding three parallel horizontal black strokes on
top of the green paint, the s were outlined in black (cf. Figs. 40 and 41).

50

This area has been incorrectly restored. There is a white line outlining the affected area.
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Inner Coffin Lid - Vignette 6R (Fig. 41) (Inscription M)
The same scene in 6L is repeated, but with a few minor differences. The
restoration work is responsible for much of the differences. The white outline is faintly
visible at the right end of the pr-nw border, cutting through the center of the wDAt eye, its
vertical wing, and into the bulk of the Htp table and offerings which consist of a lotus
blossom, and black and green loaves of bread. The pupil of the wDAt eye is much smaller,
as is its vertical wing. The bread loaf of the Htp has been mistakenly colored is black,
rather than green. Part of the black bread loaf is visible on the left side of the Htp table,
underneath the petals of the lotus blossom. The stray red mark has been added, similar to
6R, where it was cut off by the restoration line. The rest of the scene is the same. Anubis
kneels on top of a divine standard

, grasping a flail in both hands, while underneath the

standard two bunches of green foliage are rendered.
Inner Coffin Lid - Inscription I (Fig. 42) (Vignette 7L)
(1) imAx{r}y xr Ast (ir)t ra
(2) Revered one before Isis, (eye) of Re.
(3) Although the hieroglyphs are in good condition, much of the text has been
clearly restored, based on the discoloration in this section and other anomalies. The most
blatant mistakes in the restoration is that the reed leaves in imAxy have been written
upside down and the
the

in Ast follows

, rather than preceding it. And, just below that,

in Isis’ epithet irt ra is absent. The colors in these restored areas differ slightly.

The green paint is a lighter shade in comparison to the rest of the coffin and the black
diagonal strokes on the

are absent.
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Inner Coffin Lid - Vignette 7L (Fig. 42) (Inscription I)
The main element of this composition is a red and black wDAt eye, which may
represent Isis who is identified as irt ra, “eye of Re,” or it can be a cryptogram for “all
offerings.” The wDAt eye is depicted on top of a red-checkered basket, on which black
dots are painted. The right side has possibly been restored, as they paint application does
not match the left side, where the dots are larger in diameter. In front of this, a lotus
blossom rests atop a green Htp sign with two conical black loaves of bread on either side
of the green bread loaf. Just above the lotus blossom is a small patch of green paint which
was added during restoration, as it is found within the white outline.
Inner Coffin Lid - Inscription N (Fig. 43) (Vignette 7R)
(1) imAx{r}y xr nbt-Hwt irt ra
(2) Revered one before Nephthys, eye of Re
(3) The hieroglyphs are in good condition and without discernible corruptions.
Inner Coffin Lid - Vignette 7R (Fig. 43) (Inscription N)
The same scene in 7L is depicted, but with minor differences. The lotus blossom
is much smaller, and there is only one loaf of black bread, on the right side, which has
been compressed into a circular loaf. There is also one bread loaf missing, and the loaf
that is depicted is circular, rather than conical. The second loaf is absent as well as the
green conical component of the Htp table, but it is unknown if this area has been restored
as no white line is visible. Extending vertically from the lotus blossom is what appears to
be a green circular leaf, which served as the model for the restoration work on vignette
7L.
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Inner Coffin Lid - Inscription J (Fig. 46) (Vignette 8L)
(1) imAx{r}y (x)r As(t) (ir)t ra
(2) Revered one before Isis, (eye) of Re.
(3) This section has been restored in a similar manner to inscription I, and the
restorations are visible in the discoloration of the surface and the white outline. The
Ast is absent and the

resembles a smudged blob. The

in

in irt ra is present, but the

has been painted green, rather than black, with its size increased as well.
Inner Coffin Lid - Vignette 8L (Fig. 44) (Inscription J)
This vignette, located on the foot-board, facing the head, depicts Isis kneeling on
a black ground line with one arm raised, while the other clutches a green Sn ring.51 She
wears a green dress and red headband. A modius crown rests on her head and her arms
are adorned with two black armbands. The hieroglyphs in front of her read Ast mw, “Isis
of the water.”52 The water sign most likely functions as a filler, as no parallels to this
epithet could be identified. Below the black ground line she kneels on, low quality
hieroglyphs have been inscribed. The only legible hieroglyphs read pr-anx pr nfr Ast ra nb.
Inner Coffin Lid - Inscription O (Fig. 47) (Vignette 8R)
(1) imAx{r}y (x)r {aAt}-Hwt irt ra
(2) Revered one before *Neph*thys, eye of Re(3)
name. It is painted similarly to the other

replaces

in Nephthys’

signs found on the lid, green paint with black

outlines, and there are no white lines or discoloration in the surrounding areas that signal
restoration. The green paint is slightly lighter than one would expect, and may in fact
51

This vignette, and its location on the foot-board, is fairly common. See Henettawy at
the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, 25.3.182-184
52

No reference has been found in Leitz, Lexikon der Ägyptischen Götter und
Götterbezeichnungen
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signal a restoration, but color alone is insufficient evidence to support the claim. It seems
that there as a scribal error in copying the correct hieroglyph.
Inner Coffin Lid - Vignette 8R (Fig. 45) (Inscription O)
The same scene in 8L is repeated, except Nephthys replaces Isis, and the Sn ring
has only received its preliminary red outline. In front of her head nbt-Hwt appears, while
mw is rendered in front of her torso. The hieroglyphs below her, on the side of the footboard, share a low quality of craftsmanship with those found below Isis in vignette 8R
and read exactly the same, except the pr-nfr and the
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signs have been removed.

CHAPTER FOUR
THE TEXT AND ICONOGRAPHY OF THE MUMMY COVER
General Introduction to the Inscriptions and Decoration of the Mummy Cover1
(Figs. 82-87)
Inscriptions
There is only a single band of inscription on the mummy cover. It is vertically
oriented, beginning just below the kneeling winged goddess, and terminates at the edge
of the mummy board, at the feet. The hieroglyphs are well-preserved, although certain
areas show a brown discoloration, specifically around the name of the deceased (Fig. 84).
The discoloration is peculiar and may suggest that this section was, at some point,
excised and then replaced with the name Nesytanebettawy.2
Decoration
The decoration of the head and upper torso bears a striking resemblance to the
inner coffin lid; however, below the crossed arms, the mummy cover does not share the
same symmetrical vignettes as the lid. Where one would expect these vignettes, an
intricate, rhomboidal patterned bead net over a red gown is found. There are a number of
small sections that have been restored.
Method
The same method used in Chapter 4 will be used here. (1) First, the decorative
elements found outside the vignettes will be discussed based on their placement on the

1

A close parallel to this mummy cover is the mummy cover of Henettawy at the
Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, 25.3.182-184 (Fig. 93).
2

This same area has been removed on the coffin of Padiamen from the Egyptian Museum
Cairo (JE 26220 / CG 61011) (Fig. 104). Additionally, the central inscription bears the same
recitation that is found on this mummy cover.
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coffin: head and face; shoulders and arms; and the lower body. (2) Then, the three
vignettes will be discussed. (3) Following this, the vertical Dd mdw in inscription will be
translated and analyzed. The three vignettes have been assigned the letters 1, 2, and 3,
while the inscription has been assigned the letter A (Fig. 81).
Mummy Cover Decoration and Inscriptions
Head and Face (Fig. 82)
The deceased is adorned in the same headgear as on the lid (cf. Fig. 25), but with
a few minor differences. The black color remains a consistent shade throughout the entire
wig, and does not resemble the blotchy appearance of the tripartite wig on the lid. An
alternating checkerboard pattern of red and dark green squares has been added above the
polychrome petal headband. The lotus blossom on top of the headband now has two
circular blossoms, as opposed to one. The most apparent difference is the absence of the
yellow outline that indicates the locks of hair on each lappet. The same horizontal bands
composed of red alternating diagonal lines and black dots, framed by two thin green
strips of paint are found on each lappet. Below them each breast is covered with a rosette.
In between the two lappets are horizontal bands of green, dark green, and red. Above it,
the same pattern is repeated, but vertically, with horizontal red stripes in between the
colored bands. Below it, are vertically oriented red and green drops, and a horizontal
band of black and green dots (round beads).
The face is well preserved and there are no obvious signs of restoration. The
yellow varnish is much more even than the blotchier varnish on the lid, but the same
initial red outlines executed by the draftsman are visible on the lips and in between the
eyes and eyebrows. Both the eyebrows and the outline of the eye are painted dark green,
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while the pupils are black, all of which are well preserved. She wears red and green
rosette earrings. The nose and chin of face are much thinner, and less pronounced than on
the lid. There is some slight damage on the neck where the varnish has been damaged,
revealing the wood underneath.
Shoulder and Arms (Figs. 82-83)
The deceased wears a floral wsx collar, the decoration of which deviates slightly
from the lid. Rows of circular objects, possibly persea fruit, are placed in between the
flower petals. The collar ends at each shoulder in a falcon terminal but without a lotus
blossom blossom in front of it. The arms are crossed over the collar, right over left and
the a lotus blossom decorates each elbow. There are two types of bracelets found on each
arm: (1) at the wrist and forearm, there are horizontal bands of alternating black and
green blocks, framed by three, vertical bands of alternating green and red squares. (2)
Alternating rows of green and black wdAt eye amulets decorate the area in between the
first style of bracelet. The hands have been sculpted out of separate pieces of wood and
attached to the cover. Strangely, the right hand overlaps the left wrist, as though it bursts
through it. Red outlines, on both hands, delineate each individual finger, as well as the
fingernails. This feature is not present on the lid. There has been some restoration on both
the left and right hand, evident by the white outline. On the “ring finger” of each hand
two circles have been painted, one atop the other to indicate stacked rings of stone, one
green and one black.
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Lower Body (Figs. 83-86)
The lower body is enveloped in a rhomboidal patterned bead net, over a red
background.3 This style of decoration of mummy boards is fairly uncommon.4 As a
background color, red is rarely used in comparison with white, yellow or black.5 The
choice of color may relate to the red linen used to wrap the deceased as early as the
predynastic period.6 Most convincing however, is the connection with Osiris. Osiris is
frequently depicted in a red shroud, over which a rhomboidal-pattern bead net is placed.
For an example, one only needs to look at the depictions of Osiris on the case of
Nesytanebettawy (Figs. 69-70). Through this association, the deceased is directly
identified with Osiris. Even more evident of this identification is the inscription, in which
the deceased is addressed as Osiris.
It is also possible that the bead net represents the body of goddess Nut. In some
depictions of Nut, she wears a bead net with blue background, resembling the night’s sky
and stars.7 The placement of the bead net on top of the deceased would then reinforce the
protection of the deceased (Osiris) by Nut and serve as a symbol of the rebirth of the
deceased and the renewal of the sun each day.8

3

For information on the bead net as part burial assemblages of the Third Intermediate
Period, see David Aston, Burial Assemblages of Dynasty 21-25, 290-292.
4

John H. Taylor, “Patterns of Colouring on Ancient Egyptian Coffins from the New
Kingdom to the twenty-Sixth Dynasty: an Overview,” 171.
5

Ibid.

6

Lorelei H. Corcoran, Portrait Mummies from Roman Egypt (I-IV centuries AD), with a
Catalog of Portrait Mummies in Egyptian Museums, Studies in Ancient Egyptian Civilization 56,
(Chicago: The Oriental Institute of Chicago, 1995) 55-58.
7

John H. Taylor, Death and the Afterlife in Ancient Egypt, 207.
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Mummy Cover – Vignette 1 (Fig. 89)
A scarab, solarized with the addition of falcon wings serves as the main element
of this vignette. The wings are decorated in the same manner as the other winged figures,
with two rows of dark green feathers, with the light green feathers in the smaller row.
Above the light green feathers, is a smaller row of feathers, decorated as a red,
rhomboidal patterned section with black dots, from which a row of horizontal red lines
sprout. On the left side, there are vertical black lines that cross the horizontal red lines,
which are absent on the right side. Below the black body of the scarab is a green Sn ring
with its center filled in red and four persea fruit from the collar. The double uraei above
the scarab beetle have anx symbols dangling from their necks and their bodies wrap
around the green sun.
Mummy Cover – Vignette 2 (Fig. 90)
Located just below the forearms of the deceased, the composition of vignette 2 is
almost identical to vignette 2 on the lid. The main differences include different
proportions of figures, anx signs below the wings, and the winged scarab is no longer
depicted as a pendant. The mummy cover is not as wide as the lid, necessarily, so the
figures have been condensed so that each would fit within the smaller space. The central
element is the winged scarab beetle that is identical in coloring and pattering with the
scarab in vignette 1, but with shorter wings. The last three feathers in the outer row of the
left wing have been depicted outside of the red outline, and overlap the alternating rows
of wDAt eyes on the left forearm. The double uraei are positioned above the scarab, and

8

Nut would swallow the heavenly bodies, including the stars, sun god, and every other
and then give birth to them daily. Erik Hornung, Conceptions of God in Ancient Egypt, 146-147;
Christina Riggs, The Beautiful Burial in Roman Egypt: Art, Identity, and Funerary Religion,
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2005), 75.
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each has an anx dangling from its body. Instead of two coils wrapping around the green
sun, there is only one coil. This may be due to space constraints, or the painter may have
accidently incorporated the outline of the inner coil with the green sun. A black and red
wDAt eye, resting atop a green nb basket, is depicted next to the uraei on both sides. The
left wDAt eye has a black line, streaking through its pupil, while the left wDAt eye is
interrupted with a dark, reddish-brown smudge at its lower section.
Two winged serpents, resting atop a black-striped Hb symbol, flank both sides of
the scene. An anx dangles from each of their bodies and the wDAt eye is inserted in
between their wings which open towards the scarab. Two serpents, with green rather than
black-speckled bodies face the baskets on which the winged serpents sit, and at the tail
end of each, a Sn ring is depicted.
Mummy Cover – Vignette 3 (Fig. 91)
Located just below vignette 2 and above the central band of hieroglyphs, the
central element is a kneeling goddess who stretches her wings across the width of the
mummy cover. Although there is no inscription within the vignette that identifies the
goddess, it is proposed that she is Nut, the sky goddess. The design of her dress is similar
to the red, rhomboidal patterned bead net of the mummy cover, but without the red
background. It may simply be a bead net covering a white linen dress. The dress does not
include the black sash around the waist that is present in vignette 3 on the lid. Around her
neck, she wears a floral necklace, with three rows of solid black bands and green flower
petals along its edge. Around her black wig, she wears a red headband with a uraeus, but
it is not adorned with a sun disk as it is in vignette 3 on the lid. Her skin has been painted
green while her eyes have been outlined in black. A winged serpent flanks each side of
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her head, with the green and red Sn symbol in between their wings. Behind the tail end of
their bodies is an anx, which rests just in front of the sky goddess’ hands.
Mummy Cover – Inscription A9 (Fig. 92)
(1) Dd mdw in wsir nbt pr Smayt n imn-ra nswt nTrw nsy-tA-nbt-tAwy mAa xrw Dd.s
hAy.<t>10 mwt.i nwt p(s)S.t DnHwy.t Hr Hr.i di.tw wnn.i mi (i)xmw sk (i)xmw wrd11
(2) Words spoken by (the) Osiris, Lady of the House, chantress of Amun, king of
the Gods, Nesytanebettawy,12 justified. She says: “descend, my mother Nut, may you
spread your wings upon my face so that one cause that I might exist like the imperishable
stars and the unwearying stars.”
(3) Here, at the innermost part of the coffin ensemble, the deceased is identified as
Osiris, whose mother Nut spreads her wings so that she may join the celestial stars. As
9

This inscription is commonly found, albeit in varied forms, on lids and mummy covers
from the 21st Dynasty, as well as Middle Kingdom Coffins. See Nils Billing. Nut. The Goddess of
Life in Text and Iconography. Uppsala Studies in Egyptology, volume 5. (Uppsala: The
Department of Archeology and Ancient History at Uppsala University, 2002) 138-142. This
version is most likely a combination and elaboration of Pyramid Texts 638a-b and 782e. See Kurt
Sethe, Die Altaegyptischen Pyramidentexte, Band I, (Leipzig: J. C. Hinrich’s Buchhandlung,
1908), 347, 432. The same, but more complete inscription can be found on CG 6082, Andrzej
Niwiński, The Second Find of Deir El-Bahari (Coffins), volume II, 12; Also found on the
mummy cover of Ankhefenmut, British Museum, EA 24797; Coffin of Henettawy, Metropolitan
Museum of Art, New York, 25.3.182–184. This inscription is found on a contemporary coffin
(CG 6047), paired with a traditional manifestation formal of the sun god, reinforcing the
syncretism of Osiris and Re. See Nils Billing. Nut. The Goddess of Life in Text and Iconography,
141.
10

The
may in fact be superfluous, as it is absent from the coffins in n. 8 above. Given
the tendency to add s into this inscription, it is likely superfluous. The verb form is most likely
the imperative; however, hAy, may be interpreted as a particle, translated as “Oh!”
11

Raymond Faulkner, A Concise Dictionary of Middle Egyptian, (Oxford: Griffith
Insitute, 1962), 29.
12

The identity of the goddess tA nbt tAwy,”the Lady of the Two Lands,” is uncertain.
Ranke only lists tA nbt as “the Lady,” but notes it can possibly be used as an abbreviation for a
longer name. See Hermann Ranke, Die Ägyptischen Personennamen. Verzeichnis der Namen.
Band I:2, (Gluckstadt: J.J. Augustin, 1935), 363. Leitz lists nbt tAwy as an epithet associated with
Amaunet, during the 21-24th Dynasties. See Christian Leitz, Lexikon der Ägyptischen Götter und
Götterbezeichnungen, volume 4, 157.
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Nut swallows all the celestial bodies and then gives birth to them daily, the deceased is
expressing her desire to be with the stars so that she can be reborn.
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CHAPTER FIVE
CONCLUSIONS
The coffin has been identified as an inner coffin based on its measurements and
its respective coffin proportion index. The coffin, based on the identification of the lid
style as Type II-a, dates to approximately1053-978 BC, the date range in which this style
of lid is in use.
Restoration Work on the Coffin of Nesytanebettawy
The paint on the inner coffin is generally well-preserved, but parts of the painted
surface have been restored.1 This restoration is modern, not ancient, shown both by the
inaccurate rendering of hieroglyphs within the restored areas and data obtained from the
coffin’s accession files. The date of the restorations is sometime before dating April 25,
1933, the date of the correspondence between the restorer, J. Townsend Russell of the
NMNH, and Dr. Ludlow S. Bull of the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York. In this
correspondence, J. Townsend Russell writes that the restorations have been completed.
The areas that have been restored are outlined in white and, generally speaking, are fairly
easy to identify. Sometimes, however, the white outline is absent, and only slight
variations in the color of the yellow varnish, or surrounding paint, indicate that the area in
question is not original to the object. So, it seems that there is a real need to analyze the
coffins from the Bab el-Gusus tomb in person, rather than from photographs, which
cannot reliably capture the slight variations that indicate sections not original to the
coffin.

1

The best examples of these restorations are discussed on pages 30-33, 41-42, in this
text; however, there are traces of restoration in almost every vignette, and most of them are
inaccurate.
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Craftsmen and the Coffin of Nesytanebettawy
It is clear, though, that there were a number of different craftsmen responsible for
the creation of this ensemble. There are slight variations in the color patterns and
paleography of the hieroglyphs on the mummy cover and the inner coffin. One of the
more apparent differences is the use of the black finishing outline on certain hieroglyphs.
The black stripes that cross through

s do so in different directions. On the mummy

cover, they begin on the upper left and terminate on the bottom left side of the glyph,
while the opposite occurs on the inner coffin. The black outline of the wn hare is absent
on the mummy cover, while it is present on the inner trough and a vertical black line is
added for a tail. Another difference is the rendering of the “negative” arms, nn. On the
mummy cover they are more detailed, rendering the downward facing palms of the hand,
while on the inner coffin they end in straight red lines.
The Issues of Ownership and Re-Use of the Coffin of Nesytanebettawy
There is conflicting evidence concerning the name of the coffin’s owner. On the
mummy cover, we find the name of the deceased, Nesytanebettawy (Fig. 84), while no
name is found on the rest of the coffin. Although the coffin is anonymous, the mummy
cover does belong to this coffin. The painting technique, decoration, and paleography
found on the mummy cover is consistent with the inner coffin. Moreover, the papyrus
found inside of the coffin identifies the deceased as Nesytanebettawy (Fig. 105). Dr.
Ludlow Bull of the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York asserted the name,
“Muhetep,” was inscribed on the left side of the lid (Fig. 71). The proposed name,
“Muhetep,” should in fact be read as di Htp, with
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functioning as determinative. This

sequence of signs is not uncommon, and appears elsewhere on this coffin (Fig. 75) as
well as others and describes the action of the deceased in the vignette.2
It should be noted, however, that the coloring of each sign in this sequence
deviates from their normal pattern of color. Usually, the

sign is simply left in

outline form, with the green loaf of bread added over the palm.3 The rectangular section
of the htp table is usually outlined in red, filled in with green, and then topped with a
black oval. The

should be completely green. Instead, all of the signs are entirely

black. It is possible that this new shift in coloring for these signs indicates that this
sequence should be read as a name, but it should remain just that, a possibility. If
to be read as mAa xrw, then it would most likely have resembled

was

, as it is written on the

mummy cover and on other coffins.4
The best argument for re-use is the discoloration around the name of the deceased
on the mummy cover (Fig. 84). This discoloration does not appear to be a modern
restoration, as there is not white outline present and the hieroglyphs within this area
conform to the standards of Egyptian painting. Moreover, we find this same area
removed on other coffins. The absence of a name on the lid, as well as the restorations in
an area where one would expect a name is suspicious, so we cannot completely rule out
the possibility of re-use. However, this evidence alone is not enough to convincingly
argue for a case of re-use. Definitive evidence for re-use would include the presence of an
2

Egyptian Museum, Cairo, CG 6074 (Fig. 101), CG 6081 (Fig. 102), CG 6190 (Fig.

3

This pattern is followed on the mummy cover as well.

103).

4

CG 6214, Andrzej Niwiński, The Second Find of Deir El-Bahari (Coffins), volume II,
28; CG 6183, ibid., 36; CG 6184, ibid. 42; Mummy cover of Henettawy, Metropolitan Museum
of Art, New York, 25.3.182-184.
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earlier style found underneath a later style. The broken plaster on the coffin of Muhotep
(British Museum EA 29579) shows a 19th Dynasty style lid that was re-plastered and redecorated in the 20th Dynasty.5
The Religious Function of the Coffin of Nesytanebettawy
The inscriptions found on the coffin of Nesytanebettawy create a narrative, albeit
in short form and disconnected scenes. In skeletal form, the narrative follows the journey
of the deceased through the underworld and her rebirth as Osiris. In inscription A on the
coffin lid, Nut, mother of Osiris, provides the deceased with the food provisions
necessary for her to be satiated. This is the most basic requirement for rebirth. Although
Nesytanebettawy is now dead, she still requires the most fundamental human needs in the
afterlife—food and drink. 6
Continuing with the lid, Inscription C, aids the deceased’s ba through the portals
of the underworld, so that it might go forth as the “form which it desires,” possibly
associated with Khepri.7 The content of this inscription, as well its placement on the
coffin, aligns with the ancient Egyptian’s view of the cosmos. The eastern side of the
coffin, the left, would be the direction in which the deceased would have to orient herself
in order to greet the morning sun, and is the starting point from which the inscriptions
should be read. The morning sun is identified as the scarab beetle Khepri, 8 whose rise at

5

41.

Kathlyn M. Cooney, “Changing Burial Practices at the End of the New Kingdom,” 32,

6

John H. Taylor, “Changes in the Afterlife,” in Egyptian Archaeology, edited by Willeke
Wendrich, (Malden: Wiley-Blackwell, 2010), 221.
7

See discussion on page 45 in this text.

8

David P. Silverman, “Divinity and Deities in Ancient Egypt,” 36; John H. Taylor,
Journey Through the After Life, 19.
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dawn is assisted by Isis,9 so the positioning is in line with ancient Egyptian view of the
cosmos.
The content of inscription D on the lid reflects the Egyptian view of the cosmos
and continues the narrative. Nephthys offers incense and wishes for the health of the ba
and body (xAt) of the deceased, so that the deceased’s name is protected. This concept is
inextricably linked with the Egyptian concept of the body. Each day, the ba could
separate itself from the body (xAt) in order to eat, drink, and otherwise interact with the
world of the living or dead. At night, however, the ba would be forced to reunite with the
body, because without this reunification, the deceased would perish.10
The final inscription on the lid, a recitation by Osiris, may signify the end of the
deceased’s journey though the underworld and rebirth as an akh. The phrase sfi nfr Ab n.t
mfkt, “perfect child who desires for you turquoise,” is of particular interest here. The
turquoise may reference the two trees of turquoise Re passes through at the end of his
nightly journey, in the Field of Reeds.11 This area is a perfect version of Egypt—lush,
green, and fertile land where eating, drinking, and merriment happened.12 So, Osiris’
wish may signify the complete and successful journey of the deceased through the
netherworld and into the Field of Reeds. And, there is no surprise that it is in this final
inscription, the deceased is now referred to as an akh.
Although the journey seems to end on the trough, the mummy cover reinforces
the process of rebirth through the overt association of the deceased with Osiris. Not only
9

Harco Willems, Chests of Life, 141.

10

John H. Taylor, Death and the Afterlife in Ancient Egypt, 21.

11

John H. Taylor, Journey Through the Afterlife, 243.

12

Ibid.
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is the deceased identified as Osiris in the inscription, she wears the same rhomboidal
patterned bead net over red background associated with Osiris. If we are to assume the
bead net represents the body of Nut, then the placement of the bead net over the deceased
reinforce the protection of the deceased (Osiris) by Nut and serve as a symbol of the
rebirth of the deceased and the renewal of the sun each day.
Given the co-existence of many different ancient Egyptian beliefs concerning
death and the afterlife, the religious function of this coffin is not singular, and instead
served a number of different functions. The most apparent function is the coffin as a
medium through which continual rebirth can be achieved. Both the inscriptions and the
images provided the deceased with the means to journey through the underworld and be
reborn. This rebirth is reinforced through the association of the deceased with Osiris, and
the continual rebirth reinforced through the identification with Khepri and the solar
iconography found on the coffin. The coffin itself could represent a microcosm of the
world in which the deceased existed, as both the inscriptions and the iconography reflect
the orientation of the cosmos. The lid, for instance could represent Nut, while the trough,
on which the Sons of Horus are rendered, could be viewed as personifications of the
supports for the sky.13 And, the black bottom of the trough, may refer to the fertile earth
(Geb) brought by the inundation. Inside the coffin would represent the cosmic womb of
Nut, in which the deceased’s body would be reconstituted14 and ultimately reborn as her
offspring, Osiris or the sun god.

13

Harco Willems, Chests of Life, 140.

14

Siegfried Schott, “Nut Spricht als Mutter und Sarg,” in Revue d’Égyptologie 17, 1965:

81-87.
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Used for suggested restorations by the author, specifically to correct incorrect modern restorations.
Used for superfluous signs, e.g. when signs have been added for purposes of symmetry.
Used for probable scribal errors in texts.

*

<>

{}
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The vertical bar reflects the break in the text from photographs.

Used when signs are absent from the inscription, but should be written

()

|

Used when the text reading or meaning is uncertain

[]

Symbol Use

Table 1: Transliteration Symbols and Use

Smendes I (26 years)
Amenemnisu (4 years)

Psuennes I (26 years)
Amenemope (52 years)
Osochor (6 yrs; 3 co-regent)
Siamun (19 years)
(Har-)Psuennes II (14 years)

1089-1063

1063-1059

1059-1033

1033-981

984-978

978-959

959-945

Smendes II (1 year?)
Pinudjem II (16 years)
Psuennes III (24 years)

985-969
969-945

Menkheperre (49 years)

Djed-Khons-ef-ankh (1 year)

Masaharta (8 yrs.)

Pinudjem I, “King” (18 years)

years)

Pinudjem I, “High Priest” (19

Piankh (30 years)

High Priests of Amun

986-985

1035-986

1036-1035

1044-1036

1044-1026

1064-1045

1094-1064

Date (BCE)
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Chronology of 21st Dynasty: Kings and High Priests of Amun. Kenneth A. Kitchen, The Third Intermediate Period in Egypt,
Warminster: Aris & Philips, 1973.

Kings

Date (BCE)

Table 2: Chronology of 21st Dynasty

19th Dynasty

175-176; Piotrovsky 1974, pl. 105

British Museum, London

British Museum, London

Musée du Louvre, Paris

6665

48001, 51101

N. 2571, N2598,

N.2631

N.2620, N.2623,

Mummy cover

Mathieu 1961, 486, pl XVI; idem. 1970,

Hermitage, Leningrad

18th/19th Dynasty

Dawson 1968, 28-29, pl. 146. Niwiński,
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Information compiled from Andrzej Niwiński, 21st Dynasty Coffins at Thebes, 71-73. 101-184.

19th Dynasty

Only mummy cover is II-a.

cover. 19th Dynasty

XIX
Leclant 1980, il. 202.

Outer coffin, inner coffin, and mummy

British Museum Guide 1924, 82-83, pl.

1983c, 462 n. 25.

Inner coffin and mummy cover.

British Museum Guide, 1924 p. 58, pl. VII;

20th Dynasty

Inner Coffin and mummy cover.
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Bibliography
Schmidt 1919, figs. 670-673

Present Location

D.426-426a.1960 City Museum, Leeds

Inventory no.

Table 3: Type II-a Coffins Preceding the 21st Dynasty

Journal D'Entrée

29725 and 29732

29700

29698

29694

Daressy No.

A.1

A.9

A.11

A.14
Nacional, Madrid

Museo Arqueologico

CG 6227, CG 6226,

Cairo
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18254

CG 6228

CG 6243, CG 6244,

1925, 36-37

Alvarez-Ossorio

Daressy 1907, 5;

Lieblein 1892, 994;

Daressy 1907, 5, 22.

Lieblein 1892, 993;

Daressy 1907, 5, 20.

A364997
Egyptian Museum,

Lieblein 1892, 993;

Daressy 1907, 4, 22.

Lieblein 1892, 993;

Bibliography

A154955 and

CG 6225, CG 6239

Cairo
Smithsonian, NMNH

CG 6254, CG6255,

Inv. No.

Egyptian Museum,

Present Location

Table 4: Type II-a Coffins of the 21st Dynasty from Bab el-Gusus

Outer lid type II-c

Outer lid type II-c

subject of this thesis.

This coffin forms the

Outer lid type IV-a

Notes

Journal D'Entrée

29627

29651

29744

Daressy No.

A.37

A.46

A.68

NME 891

Oslo and

London

British Museum,

Museum, Vienna and

Kunsthistorisches

CG 6134, CG 6132,

Cairo

73

6267a and 24797

CG 6135

CG 6150, CG 6151,

Egyptian Museum,

Stockholm

Medelhavsmuseet,

EM 8124-25 and

Inv. No.

Etnografisk Museum,

Present Location

Daressy 1907, 9.

Lieblein 1892, 997;

Daressy 1907, 7, 25;

Lieblein 1892, 996;

Daressy 1907, 5, 22.

Lieblein 1892, 993;

Bibliography
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Daressy No.

Table 4: Type II-a Coffins of the 21st Dynasty from Bab el-Gusus

unidentified object.

Offering table: lettuces, nmst-jar, bread,

black double armbands, tripartite wig.

Green kilt with red pleats, long ox tail,
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Black and yellow collar. Double crown.

67)

B (Fig. 67)

Horus. Anthropoid with hawk head.

2L (Fig.

n imy [pr ipw ntf]

you and [who receives…]

mound. I am (your) father who rejoices at

beneficent heir of the great one (in the)

iwat mnxt n wr iAt
ink pw it haw n.k Ssp

Words spoken by Horus, son of Isis,

Dd mdw in Hr sA Ast

[…]

of Re, mistress of […]

mwt nTr irt ra Hnwt

stems. Graffiti. Incomplete.

and 66)

I am the great Isis, mother of the god, eye

A (Fig. 65)

Red outline of Isis Knot with papyrus

1 (Fig. 8

Translation

Dd mdw ink Ast wrt

Inscription Transliteration

Vignette Description

Table 5: Inner Trough of Nesytanebettawy, Left Side: Basic Description of Decoration and Inscriptions

sistrum, Htp with bread loaves and onion

71)

Offering table: lettuce, nmst-jar, lotus.

tassels. di Htp, “giving an offering.”

transparent red pleated dress, black

bundle, incense cone, tripartite wig, long

Figure of chantress. Hathor-headed

4L (Fig.

Imy-wt fetish.

D (Fig. 71)

77

mAat

xr aSA Hrwt nTr pn nb

ib ir.n.i stkn.tn mAat.i

justice.

multitude of forms of this god, lord of

shall execute my justice before the

do not know (any) evil that I did, so you

you, gods. I am without falsehood and you

xr tn nTr(w) ink nn
n.t isf(t) xm.tn Sp(t)

What my akh said to (them): “Welcome to

and pure.

beer, oxen and fowl, and everything good

voice offering (consisting of) bread and

Ddt.n n.(sn) Ax.t iw.t

nb nfrt wabt

xrw t Hnqt kA Apd xt

nfr HqA anxw di.f prt- Wennenefer, ruler of the living. He gives a

network of black beads. “Isis of the

West” mummiform figure behind him.

eternity, foremost of westerners,

nHH xnty imntt wnn-

basket: atef-crown, red linen shirt with

69)

Words spoken: I am Osiris, lord of

C (Fig. 69)

Enthroned Osiris, on reed mat and black

3L (Fig.

Translation

Dd mdw ink wsir nb

Inscription Transliteration

Vignette Description

Table 5: Inner Trough of Nesytanebettawy, Left Side: Basic Description of Decoration and Inscriptions

yellow collar. Green kilt with red pleats,

75)

wrapped jar, unidentified object.

Offering table: lettuce, lotus bud

uraeus with green HDt crown and anx

tripartite wig. Winged wDAt-eye and

long ox tail, black double armbands,

Anthropoid Hapy. Green skin. Black and F (Fig. 75)

6L (Fig.

unidentified object, nmst-jar, lotus.

eye and uraeus Offering table:

armbands, tripartite wig. Winged wDAt-

pleats, long ox tail, black double

78

hrw n ra nb

and herbs daily.

Look, I have come in order to give bread

wsir m.k iw(.kwi) (r)
rdit t Hr htp im Xrt

Words spoken: “I am Hapy, son of Osiris.

[night. Who is born…]

table before the one who awakes sound at

take offerings of oxen and bread on the

Dd mdw ink Hapy sA

wDA m [grX ms]

Hr xAwt m bAH rs

rdit Ssp.i sn(w)n kA t

Osiris. I have come in order that I might

wsir m.k iw.(kwi) r

and yellow collar. Green kilt with red

73)

Words spoken: “I am Imsety, son of

E (Fig. 73)

Anthropoid Imsety. Green skin. Black

5L (Fig.

Translation

Dd mdw in.k msTy sA

Inscription Transliteration

Vignette Description

Table 5: Inner Trough of Nesytanebettawy, Left Side: Basic Description of Decoration and Inscriptions

Black and yellow collar. Black with red

79)

damaged, unidentified object.

eye. Offering table: lettuce and a

armbands, tripartite wig. Winged wDAt-

pleats, long ox tail, black double

Anthropoid Qebehsenuef. Black skin.

8L (Fig.

unidentified object.

table: lettuce, lotus bud wrapped jar,

wDAt-eye and uraeus with anx. Offering

armbands, tripartite wig, beard. Winged

H (Fig. 79)

and yellow collar. Green kilt with red

77)

pleats, long ox tail, black double

Anthropoid Duamutef. Black skin. Black G (Fig. 77)
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bA pw.

nb(t) nfr(t) wab(t) n

everything good and pure to this ba.

Osiris. I have come in order to give

snw.f sA wsir m.k
iw(.kwi) r rdit xt

Words spoken: “I am Qebehsenuef, son of

from the water of the divine marshland.

Dd mdw ink qbH-

rd (m) mw nt sxt nTr

swnnw iaw Hr (w)Db-

a washing pond and reversion offerings

Osiris. Look, I have come in order to give

mwt.f sA wsir m.k
iw.(kwi) r rdit

Words spoken: “I am Duamutef, son of

Translation

Dd mdw ink dwA-

Inscription Transliteration

7L (Fig.

Vignette Description

Table 5: Inner Trough of Nesytanebettawy, Left Side: Basic Description of Decoration and Inscriptions

graffiti.

wig. Offering table: unidentified object,

tail, black double armbands, tripartite

Green kilt with red pleats, sash, long ox

standard with green and red linen cloth

ibis head. Black and yellow collar. Imnt
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dwells in Hermopolis.”Anthropoid with

68)

J (Fig. 68)

“Thoth, master of divine words who

2R (Fig.

wDA nty iAt nHH

one who is in the mound forever.

lives (while) the tortoise dies, the sound

words, righteous scribe of the Ennead. Re

mdw nTr sS mAat n
psDt anx ra m(w)t St

Words spoken by Thoth, master of divine

this […]

Dd mdw in DHwty nb

Hr mAA nn […]

the god. I have come to you, after seeing

sn(t) nTr iw.(kwi) n.t

stems. Incomplete.

and 66)

Words spoken: I am Nephthys, sister of

I (Fig. 66)

Red outline of Isis Knot with papyrus

1 (Fig. 8

Translation

Dd mdw ink nbt-Hwt

Inscription Transliteration

Vignette Description

Table 6: Inner Trough of Nesytanebettawy, Right Side: Basic Description of Decoration and Inscriptions

the house, chantress of Amun Hathor-

72)

nmst-jar, lotus

black tassels. Offering stand: lettuce,

wig, long transparent red-pleated dress,

headed sistrum, incense cone, tripartite

Figure of chantress. The) Osiris, lady of

4R (Fig.

figures behind him. Imy-wt fetish.

anx. Isis and Nepthys mummiform

eye and uraeus with green HDt crown and

network of black beads. Winged wDAt-

L (Fig. 72)
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ink pw […]

am […]

offering at the place (where) they exist. I

you, all gods of the west. You give my

xr tn nTr nbw imntt
di.tn htp.i m st wn.tn

What my akh said to (them): “Welcome to

breath towards millions of nostrils there.

Wennenefer ruler of the living.” He gives

Ddt.n n.(sn) Ax.t iw.t

r fnd HH im

nfr hqA anxw di.f TAw

eternity, foremost of westerners,

nHH xnty imntt wnn-

basket: atef-crown, red linen shirt with

70)

Words spoken: “I am Osiris, lord of

K (Fig. 70)

Enthroned Osiris, on reed mat and black

3R (Fig.

Translation

Dd mdw in.k wsir nb

Inscription Transliteration

Vignette Description

Table 6: Inner Trough of Nesytanebettawy, Right Side: Basic Description of Decoration and Inscriptions

Black HqA staff, flail, and anx.Green skin.

76)

armbands, tripartite wig.

red pleats, long ox tail, black double

Black and yellow collar. Green kilt with

Anthropoid Hapy. “Ruler of the West”

6R (Fig.

double armbands, tripartite wig..

with red pleats, long ox tail, black

N (Fig. 76)
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aHa(.w) im mHyt sHtp

northern wind.

might see the flood rise up from a pleasing

Look I have come in order to cause that I

wsir m.k iw.(kwi) r
rdit mAA(.i) wAxy

Words spoken: “I am Hapy, son of Osiris.

powerful river in the water there.]

Osiris. Look, I have come in order to

Dd mdw ink Hapy sA

itrw sxm im mw im]

rdit mAA[.i iw Hr nprt cause that I might look [at the brim of the

Black HqA staff, flail, and anx. Green

skin. Black and yellow collar. Green kilt

wsir m.k {inw} r

necropolis.” Feet restored incorrectly.

74)

Words spoken: “I am Imsety, son of

M (Fig. 74) Dd mdw in.k msTy sA

Anthropoid Imsety. “Lord of the

5R (Fig.

Translation

Inscription Transliteration

Vignette Description

Table 6: Inner Trough of Nesytanebettawy, Right Side: Basic Description of Decoration and Inscriptions

80)

Damaged surface

double armbands, tripartite wig.

with red pleats, long ox tail, black

and anx.Black and yellow collar. Black

black extremities. Black HqA staff, flail,

8R (Fig. Anthropoid Qebehsenuef. Green skin,

Damaged feet.

double armbands, tripartite wig, beard.

with red pleats, long ox tail, black

P (Fig. 80)
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extremities. Black HqA staff, flail, and

78)

anx.Black and yellow collar. Green kilt

O (Fig. 78) Dd mdw ink dwA-

Anthropoid Duamutef. Green skin, black

7R (Fig.

[wnn-nfr]

mAA [ixxw] nTr mi

[twilight] of the god like [Wennenefer].

cause that I might go forth to see the

Osiris. Look, I have come in order to

snw.f sA wsir m.k
iw.(kwi) r rdit pr.i

Words spoken: “I am Qebehsenuef, son of

rest]

night sky in the hidden Duat [in which you

cause that I might see the twilight of the

Osiris. Look, I have come in order to

Words spoken: “I am Duamutef, son of

Translation

Dd mdw ink qbH-

dwAt imnt [m Htp.k]

mAA(.i) ixxw sSTy m

iw(.kwi) r rdit

mwt.f sA wsir m.k

Inscription Transliteration

Vignette Description

Table 6: Inner Trough of Nesytanebettawy, Right Side: Basic Description of Decoration and Inscriptions

Appendix B: Figures
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Figure 1. Overview of inner box and lid from feet (A.9). Author’s photograph, courtesy
of Smithsonian NMNH.

Figure 2. Overview of left side of lid (A.9). Author’s photograph, courtesy of
Smithsonian NMNH.

Figure 3. Overview of right side of lid (A.9). Author’s photograph, courtesy of
Smithsonian NMNH.
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Figure 4. Detail of lily stem, crown of head, lid (A.9). Author’s photograph, courtesy of
Smithsonian NMNH.

Figure 5. Detail of foot-board, lid (A.9). Author’s photograph, courtesy of Smithsonian
NMNH.
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Figure 6. Overview of left side of lid (A.9). Author’s photograph, courtesy of
Smithsonian NMNH.

Figure 7. Overview of right side of lid (A.9). Author’s photograph, courtesy of
Smithsonian NMNH

Figure 8. Case, head-board, Vignette 1 (A.9). Author’s photograph, courtesy of
Smithsonian NMNH.
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Figure 9. Case, foot-board with detail of inventory number (A194355). Author’s
photograph, courtesy of Smithsonian NMNH.

Figure 10. White anthropoid coffin inside a rectangular coffin. Aidan Dodson and Salima
Ikram, The Mummy in Ancient Egypt: Equipping the Dead for Eternity, (London: Thames
and Hudson, 1998), 202.
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Figure 11. Rectangular and anthropoid coffins of the Lady Nephthys. 12th Dynasty.
MMA 11.150.15a–c-group http://www.metmuseum.org/Collections/search-thecollections/100050412.

Figure 12. Anthropoid Coffin of the Servant of the Great Place, Teti. New Kingdom.
37.14Ea−b http://www.brooklynmuseum.org/exhibitions/to_live_forever/teti.php.
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Figure 13. Diagram of Type II of 21st Dynasty coffin lid. Niwiński, The 21st Dynasty
Coffins from Thebes: Chronological and Typological Studies, Mainz am Rhein: von
Zabern, 68.

Figure 14. Diagram of Type IV of 21st Dynasty coffin lid. Andrzej Niwiński, The 21st
Dynasty Coffins from Thebes: Chronological and Typological Studies, Mainz am Rhein:
von Zabern, 69.
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Figure 15. Diagram of Type III and IV of 21st Dynasty coffin lid. Andrzej Niwiński, The
21st Dynasty Coffins from Thebes: Chronological and Typological Studies, Mainz am
Rhein: von Zabern, 70.
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Figure 16. Type III-C 21st Dynasty coffin lid (Cairo 26198). Andrzej Niwiński, The 21st
Dynasty Coffins from Thebes: Chronological and Typological Studies, Mainz am Rhein:
von Zabern, 1988, Plate X.
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Figure 17. Diagram of carpentry of coffin lid, case, and mummy board. Drawn by
Christine Barratt and Claire Thorne, in D. P. Dawson et. al. Horemkenesi: May he live
forever! Bristol : Bristol City Council, 2002.
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Figure 18. Diagram of Type-IIa lid. Drawing by author, after Andrzej Niwinski, 21st
Dynasty Coffins at Thebes, 12.
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Figure 19. Overview of inner lid (A.9). Author’s photograph, courtesy of Smithsonian
NMNH.
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Figure 20. Overview of inner lid (A.9). Author’s photograph, courtesy of Smithsonian
NMNH.
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Figure 21. Overview of inner lid (A.9). Author’s photograph, courtesy of Smithsonian
NMNH.
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Figure 22. Overview of inner lid (A.9). Author’s photograph, courtesy of Smithsonian
NMNH.
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Figure 23. Detail of conservation, lid (A.9). Author’s photograph, courtesy of
Smithsonian NMNH.

Figure 24. Detail foot-board, lid (A.9). Author’s photograph, courtesy of Smithsonian
NMNH.
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Figure 25. Detail of head, lid (A.9). Author’s photograph, courtesy of Smithsonian
NMNH.
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Figure 26. Detail of cobra, right side, lid (A.9). Author’s photograph, courtesy of
Smithsonian NMNH.

Figure 27. Detail of cobra, left side, lid (A.9). Author’s photograph, courtesy of
Smithsonian NMNH.
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Figure 28. Detail of conservation, damage, and red outline on face, lid (A.9). Author’s
photograph, courtesy of Smithsonian NMNH.

Figure 2.9 Detail of falcon terminal,
left side, lid (A.9). Author’s
photograph, courtesy of Smithsonian
NMNH.

Figure 30. Detail of falcon terminal,
right side, lid (A.9). Author’s
photograph, courtesy of Smithsonian
NMNH.
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Figure 31. Lid, Vignette 1 (A.9). Author’s photograph, courtesy of Smithsonian NMNH.

Figure 32. Lid, Vignette 2 (A.9). Author’s photograph, courtesy of Smithsonian NMNH.

Figure 33. Lid, Vignette 3 (A.9). Author’s photograph, courtesy of Smithsonian NMNH.
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Figure 34. Detail of left hand, lid (A.9). Author’s photograph, courtesy of Smithsonian
NMNH.

Figure 35. Detail of right hand, lid (A.9). Author’s photograph, courtesy of Smithsonian
NMNH.
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Figure 36. Lid, Vignette 4L, Inscription F. Author’s photograph, courtesy of Smithsonian
NMNH.
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Figure 37. Lid, Vignette 4R, Inscription K. Author’s photograph, courtesy of
Smithsonian NMNH.
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Figure 38. Lid, Vignette 5L, Inscription G. Author’s photograph, courtesy of
Smithsonian NMNH.
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Figure 39. Lid, Vignette 5R, Inscription L. Author’s photograph, courtesy of
Smithsonian NMNH.
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Figure 40. Lid, Vignette 6L, Inscription H. Author’s photograph, courtesy of
Smithsonian NMNH.
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Figure 41. Lid, Vignette 6R, Inscription M. Author’s photograph, courtesy of
Smithsonian NMNH.
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Figure 42. Lid, Vignette 7L, Inscription I. Author’s photograph, courtesy of Smithsonian
NMNH.

Figure 43. Lid, Vignette 7R, Inscription N. Author’s photograph, courtesy of
Smithsonian NMNH.
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Figure 44. Lid, Vignette 8L. Author’s photograph, courtesy of Smithsonian NMNH.
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Figure 45. Lid, Vignette 8R. Author’s photograph, courtesy of Smithsonian NMNH.
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Figure 46. Lid, Inscription J. Author’s photograph, courtesy of Smithsonian NMNH.

Figure 47. Lid, Inscription O. Author’s photograph, courtesy of Smithsonian NMNH.
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Figure 48. Lid, Inscription A, Section 1. Author’s photograph, courtesy of Smithsonian
NMNH.

Figure 49. Lid, Inscription A, Section 2. Author’s photograph, courtesy of Smithsonian
NMNH.

Figure 50. Lid, Inscription A, Section 3. Author’s photograph, courtesy of Smithsonian
NMNH.

Figure 51. Lid, Inscription A, Section 4. Author’s photograph, courtesy of Smithsonian
NMNH.

Figure 52. Lid, Inscription A, Section 5. Author’s photograph, courtesy of Smithsonian
NMNH.

Figure 53. Lid, Inscription A, Section 6. Author’s photograph, courtesy of Smithsonian
NMNH.
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Figure 54. Lid, Inscription B, Section 1. Author’s photograph, courtesy of Smithsonian
NMNH.

Figure 55. Lid, Inscription B, Section 2. Author’s photograph, courtesy of Smithsonian
NMNH.

Figure 56. Lid, Inscription B, Section 3. Author’s photograph, courtesy of Smithsonian
NMNH.

Figure 57. Lid, Inscription B, Section 4. Author’s photograph, courtesy of Smithsonian
NMNH.

Figure 58. Lid, Inscription B, Section 5. Author’s photograph, courtesy of Smithsonian
NMNH.

Figure 59. Lid, Inscription B, Section 6. Author’s photograph, courtesy of Smithsonian
NMNH.
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Figure 60 Detail of dot pattern, xA m t, Inscription B, section 2. Author’s
photograph, courtesy of Smithsonian NMNH.

Figure 61. Details of restored Gardiner B1, lid, Author’s photograph, courtesy of
Smithsonian NMNH.

Figure 62. Detail of original Gardiner B1, lid, Author’s photograph, courtesy of
Smithsonian NMNH.
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Figure 63. Diagram of left side of lid. Author’s drawing.

.
Figure 64. Diagram of right side of lid. Author’s drawing.
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Figure 65. Inscription A, left
side,case. Author’s photograph,
courtesy of Smithsonian NMNH.

Figure 66. Inscription I, right side,
case. Author’s photograph, courtesy
of Smithsonian NMNH.
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Figure 67. Vignette 2L and Inscription B, left side of case. Author’s
photograph, courtesy of Smithsonian NMNH.
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Figure 68. Vignette 2R and Inscription J, right side of case. Author’s
photograph, courtesy of Smithsonian NMNH.
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Figure 69. Vignette 3L and Inscription C, left side of case. Author’s
photograph, courtesy of Smithsonian NMNH.
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Figure 70. Vignette 3R and Inscription K, right side of case. Author’s
photograph, courtesy of Smithsonian NMNH.
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Figure 71. Vignette 4L and Inscription D, left side of case. Author’s
photograph, courtesy of Smithsonian NMNH.
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Figure 72. Vignette 4R and Inscription L, right side of case. Author’s
photograph, courtesy of Smithsonian NMNH.
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Figure 73. Vignette 5L and Inscription E, left side of case. Author’s
photograph, courtesy of Smithsonian NMNH.
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Figure 74. Vignette 5R and Inscription M, Right side of case. Author’s
photograph, courtesy of Smithsonian NMNH.
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Figure 75. Vignette 6L and Inscription F, left side of case. Author’s
photograph, courtesy of Smithsonian NMNH.
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Figure 76. Vignette 6R and Inscription N, right side of case. Author’s
photograph, courtesy of Smithsonian NMNH.
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Figure 77. Vignette 7L and Inscription G, left side of case. Author’s
photograph, courtesy of Smithsonian NMNH.
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Figure 78. Vignette 7R and Inscription O, right side of case. Author’s
photograph, courtesy of Smithsonian NMNH.
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Figure 79. Vignette 8L and Inscription H, left side of case. Author’s
photograph, courtesy of Smithsonian NMNH.
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Figure 80. Vignette 8R and Inscription P, right side of case. Author’s
photograph, courtesy of Smithsonian NMNH.
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Figure 81. Diagram of mummy cover
(A.9). Drawing by author.
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Figure 82. Overview of mummy cover (A.9). Author’s photograph, courtesy of
Smithsonian NMNH.
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Figure 83. Overview of mummy cover. Author’s photograph, courtesy of Smithsonian
NMNH.
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Figure 84. Overview of mummy cover. Author’s photograph, courtesy of Smithsonian
NMNH.
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Figure 85. Overview of mummy cover. Author’s photograph, courtesy of Smithsonian
NMNH.
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Figure 86. Overview of mummy cover. Author’s photograph, courtesy of Smithsonian
NMNH.
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Figure 87. Detail of hand, right side, mummy cover. Author’s photograph, courtesy of
Smithsonian NMNH.

Figure 88. Detail of mummy cover. Author’s photograph, courtesy of Smithsonian
NMNH.
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Figure 89. Vignette 1, mummy cover. Author’s photograph, courtesy of Smithsonian
NMNH.

Figure 90. Vignette 2, mummy cover. Author’s photograph, courtesy of Smithsonian
NMNH.

Figure 91. Vignette 3, mummy cover. Author’s photograph, courtesy of Smithsonian
NMNH.
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Figure 92. Detail of Inscription A, mummy cover, Author’s photograph, courtesy of
Smithsonian NMNH.
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Figure 93. Mummy board of Henettawy, MMA
25.3.182a, b,
http://www.metmuseum.org/Collections/searchthe-collections/100005121.
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Figure 94. Outer Coffin of Henettawy, MMA 25.3.182a,
http://www.metmuseum.org/Collections/search-the-collections/100005121
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Figure 95. Inner coffin of tA-kAyt, Frankfurt, Städtische Galerie Liebieghaus, 1651a-f,
Kathlyn M. Cooney, The Cost of Death : The Social and Economic Value of Ancient
Egyptian Funerary Art in the Ramesside Period, Figure 26.
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Figure 96. Statue of Khaemwaset and Manana (JE 87911) Francesco Tiradritti, Araldo
De Luca, Egyptian Treasures from the Egyptian Museum, New York: Harry m. Abrams,
1999, 184.

Figure 97. Gilded Box of Tutankhamun. Francesco Tiradritti, Araldo De Luca, Egyptian
Treasures from the Egyptian Museum, New York: Harry m. Abrams, 199, 210.
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Figure 98. Detail of Inscription, left column, Coffin of Henettawy, MMA 25.3.182a.
http://www.metmuseum.org/Collections/search-the-collections/100005121.

Figure 99. Detail Osiris and Deceased, Coffin of Henettawy, MMA 25.3.182a.
http://www.metmuseum.org/Collections/search-the-collections/100005121.
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Figure 100. Detail of CG 6079 Andrzej Niwiński, The Second Find of Deir El-Bahari
(Coffins), volume II, 17.

Figure 101. Detail of CG 6074 Andrzej Niwiński, The Second Find of Deir El-Bahari
(Coffins), volume II, 42.
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.
Figure 102. Detail of CG 6081 Andrzej Niwiński, The Second Find of Deir El-Bahari
(Coffins), volume II, 8

Figure 103. Detail of CG 6190 Andrzej Niwiński, The Second Find of Deir El-Bahari
(Coffins), volume II, 86
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Figure 104. Coffin of Padiamen
Egyptian Museum Cairo (JE 26220 /
CG 61011). Kathlyn M. Cooney, The
Cost of Death : The Social and
Economic Value of Ancient Egyptian
Funerary Art in the Ramesside
Period, Figure 175.
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Figure 105. Lake of Fire vignette from papyrus of Nesytanebettawy (S.R.VII.11493),
from Thebes, Egypt, 21st Dynasty (c. 1069-945 B.C.). Cairo, Egyptian Museum. From
Alexandre Piankoff and N. Rambova, Mythological Papyri 2 (New York: Bollingen,
1957), papyrus no. 8.
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Figure 106. Diagram of Ranges of Coffin Indices. The Coffin of Djedmontuiufankh in the
National Museum of Antiquities at Leiden, Leiden: Nederlands Instituut voor het Nabije
Oosten, 1997, Diagram 6.
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Appendix C: Plans
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Plan 1. Map of western Thebes with recorded find spots of 21st Dynasty Coffins. Andrzej
Niwiński, The 21st Dynasty Coffins from Thebes: Chronological and Typological Studies,
Mainz am Rhein: von Zabern, 1988, 205.
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